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Abstract
This thesis investigates the dynamical properties of equilibrium and nonequilib-
rium systems, both quantum and classical, under the guise of a thermodynamic
formalism. Large deviation functions associated with the generating functions of
time-integrated observables play the role of dynamical free energies and thus de-
termine the trajectory phase structure of a system. The 1d Glauber-Ising chain
is studied using the time-integrated energy as the dynamical order parameter and
a whole curve of second order trajectory transitions are uncovered in the com-
plex counting field plane. The leading dynamical Lee-Yang zeros of the associated
generating function are extracted directly from the time dependent high order
cumulants. Resolving the cumulants into constituent contributions the motion of
each contribution’s leading Lee-Yang zeros pair allows one to infer the positions
of the trajectory transition points. Contrastingly if one uses the full cumulants
only the positions of those closest to the origin, in the limit of low temperatures,
can be inferred. Motivated by homodyne detection schemes this thermodynamic
approach to trajectories is extended to the quadrature trajectories of light emit-
ted from open quantum systems. Using this dynamical observable the trajectory
phases of a simple “blinking” 3-level system, two weakly coupled 2-level systems
and the micromaser are studied. The trajectory phases of this observable are
found to either carry as much information as the photon emission trajectories or
in some cases capture extra dynamically features of the system (the second ex-
ample). Finally, the statistics of the time-integrated longitudinal and transverse
magnetization in the 1d transverse field quantum Ising model are explored. In
both cases no large deviation function exists but the generating functions are still
calculable. From the singularities of these generating functions new transition
lines emerge. These were shown to be linked to: (a) the survival probability of
an associated open system, (b) PT -symmetry, (c) the temporal scaling of the
cumulants and (d) the topology of an associated set of states.
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1. Introduction
Equilibrium statistical mechanics is a many-body theory which describes a system
in thermal equilibrium with a surrounding environment [1, 2]. It captures the
properties of the system of interest through a probabilistic approach, as the com-
plexity of the problem does not allow for a full deterministic solution. This theory
provides the microscopic foundations for thermodynamics, which only focuses on
the macroscopic properties of a system and where the concept of microscopic de-
tails is foreign. Originally developed to describe the behaviour of ideal gases and
magnets, taken together these theories have a broad range of applicability ranging
from the classical to the quantum, from the practical (e. g. engines etc.) to the
abstract (e. g. Bose-Einstein condensates etc.). It also describes one of the most
remarkable and ubiquitous of collective phenomena, the phase transition [3]. A
phase transition is marked by a singular change of a macroscopic observable upon
tuning an appropriate system parameter, such as temperature. The occurrence of
a phase transition manifests as nonanalyticities in the system’s free energy, which
may be derived from the central object of statistical mechanics, the partition
sum. There is, however, one area of science which appears to be beyond statistical
mechanics’ reach of applicability, that is nonequilibrium dynamics. Contrary to
initial intuition, surprisingly, it is possible to extend both thermodynamics and
statistical mechanics to this area of physics.
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The seeds of this extension were sown by Ruelle [4] who developed a thermo-
dynamic formalism for dynamical systems; this was later developed into a full
“thermodynamics of trajectories” [5–14]. A particularly useful ensemble within
this formalism, and perhaps the most intuitive, is the fixed trajectory length en-
semble known as the s-ensemble. The basic principle behind this approach is to
understand the dynamical properties of complex many-body systems by consider-
ing ensembles of trajectories in a manner analogous to ensembles of configurations
in equilibrium statistical physics. One area where this thermodynamic formalism
has provided insight has been in the study of glassy systems, where upon cooling
there is a change in the dynamical properties of the system without any apparent
structural changes [5, 15–28]. One school of thought proposes that the emergence
of glassy behaviour is not due to an equilibrium phase transition but due to highly
correlated dynamical behaviour [15].
To gain more insight into the dynamical behaviour of these glassy systems the full
distributions associated with dynamical observables needed to be studied. This
approach revealed the existence of two distinct phases in the space of trajectories,
an equilibrium liquid phase and an inactive glassy phase, which may be probed
using the field s which is conjugate to the dynamical observable of interest [29–
37]. In the equilibrium liquid phase the trajectories are active and have more
than the typical amount of particle motion while in the inactive glassy case there
is less particle activity. The physical dynamics of these models (s = 0) occurs
precisely at coexistence between these phases leading to the emergence of glassy
behaviour without any structural changes. Beyond the glass problem this ap-
proach allows one to study classical stochastic systems [38] within a generalized
thermodynamic framework by focussing on the “free energies” and partition sums
associated with these dynamical (time-integrated) observables [4, 6]. The analytic
structure of these functions characterizes the trajectory phase behaviour of the
system and analogous to equilibrium thermodynamics there can exist trajectory
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phase transitions.
The purpose of this thesis is to develop this thermodynamic approach to dynamics
in both the classical and quantum context. Chapter 2 provides a brief primer on
this thermodynamic approach to dynamics, recapping all the necessary mathemat-
ical tools for both the quantum and classical cases. In both cases this approach
was developed in parallel through advancements in quantum optics [39, 40], elec-
tronic transport [41, 42] and classical stochastics [38, 43] over the past few decades
and relies heavily on large deviation theory [44–46].
Furthermore the last decade has also seen many advances in the experiments in-
volving ultra cold atoms. Motivated by these advances in realising highly tunable
open and closed quantum systems [47–50], we develop this approach for the case
of dynamics in open dissipative and closed quantum systems. In Chapter 3 we
examine how one may use the cumulants of the time-integrated energy to extract
the Lee-Yang zeros [51, 52] of the associated dynamical partition sum and hence
the location of these trajectory phase transitions [53]. Chapter 4 examines the tra-
jectory phase diagram associated with quadrature measurements in several open
quantum systems [54]. The formulation of the s-ensemble in terms of a quantum
stochastic calculus is vital to studying this dynamical observable and the study of
this new dynamical observable reveals new trajectory phase transitions in these
systems.
Subsequently in Chapter 5 we study the dynamics of the 1d quantum Ising chain in
a transverse field by analyzing the behaviour of the time-integrated magnetization.
This model is the paradigm of a quantum phase transition where on tuning the
transverse field the ground state will change in a singular fashion from being
ferromagnetic in nature to paramagnetic at the static quantum critical points [55].
We uncover a whole curve of transition points associated with the time-integrated
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magnetization of which the static critical points are just the end points [56]. We
examine the behaviour of the states associated with these transition points and
characterize their topology using the Berry phase and Chern number [57–64].
Moreover considering the time-integrated longitudinal magnetization we show how
a spontaneously-broken parity time-reversal [65–71] (or PT ) symmetry impacts
the temporal behaviour of the cumulants of this observable [72].
Finally in Chapter 6 we discuss the work presented in this thesis as a whole and
conclude with an outlook of potential future work.
2. Thermodynamic Approach -
Master Equations and Quantum
Quenches
The success of the thermodynamic approach to science can be measured in how
far reaching and long lasting its application and relevance has been. With ap-
plications in a broad variety of topics which include transport, phase transitions,
black holes and even more mundane everyday examples such as engines, its reach
is unquestionable. Developed in the 19th century this formalism describes macro-
scopic systems interacting with even larger environments but is underpinned by
a well-defined microscopic theory known as statistical mechanics [1, 2]. Together
they describe the equilibrium properties of systems coupled to an environment but
the mathematical quantities which define the theory have a more general context
and so this formalism may be extended to other situations beyond systems in
equilibrium.
The central mathematical objects when studying the canonical statistical me-
chanics of any system are the canonical partition function and free energy. These
objects describe the statistical physics of a system allowed to exchange energy with
a large environment. This leads to a natural emergence of the inverse tempera-
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ture β = (kBT )
−1, here kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature,
as a Lagrange multiplier used to fix the average energy of the system of inter-
est. However it also plays has a secondary role, as differentiating the free energy
with respect to β generates the cumulants of the system’s energy. Therefore one
can consider the partition function and free energy density respectively as the
(unnormalized) moment (MGF) and cumulant generating functions (CGF) of the
system’s energy. Viewed in this light one can consider classical thermodynamics to
be defined in terms of generating functions of the system’s energy and the analytic
form of these encode all information of our system of interest, i. e. singularities
in the free energy mark the onset of a phase transition [1]. Statistical mechanics
is very well understood and can be used to explain all equilibrium phenomena
provided one has access to these quantities. From this brief introduction a natural
question then arises: if this approach is defined by generating functions can it
be extended to nonequilibrium phenomena and dynamics? In particular can it
be used to describe a new type of nonequilibrium phase transition or dynamical
phase transition? The answer to both these questions is yes and will form the
primary focus of this thesis.
This Chapter introduces the necessary theoretical background for the remainder
of the thesis and the systems to be studied. Firstly, a brief overview of the canon-
ical ensemble followed by a primer on large deviation theory [46], which underpins
thermodynamics [4], and a classification scheme of phase transitions used in this
thesis will be given. Following this there will be a description of the systems of
interest, which include both classical and quantum stochastic systems as well as
closed quantum systems. In the first two types of system, large deviations associ-
ated with dynamical observables describe the thermodynamics of trajectories, the
so-called s-ensemble, of these systems. This approach will then be extended to
closed quantum systems by considering the generating functions of time-integrated
observables which may be estimated via full counting statistics. Moreover these
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closed quantum systems may be put out of equilibrium via a protocol known as
a quantum quench. The return amplitude, known as the Loschmidt echo [73], is
the moment generating function of the work done during this protocol and in the
large system size limit also has a large deviation form. Singularities in this large
deviation function emerge as nonanalyticities in the real time dynamics of the
quench [74–78] and are dubbed dynamical phase transitions (DPTs) [64, 79–81].
2.1 Basic Thermodynamics and Large Deviations
This Section focusses on the canonical ensemble in thermodynamics introducing it
from first principles and highlighting the importance of large deviation functions,
such as the free energy and entropy density.
2.1.1 Statistical Mechanics-The Canonical Ensemble
Consider an isolated system made up of N interacting particles, at any point in
time the state of the system may be described by the positions of the particles r
and their momenta p. These 2DN scalar values, where D is the dimensionality
the system, identify a point known as the system’s representative point x which
lives in a 2DN dimensional space known as phase space. The evolution of the
representative point is determined by the system’s Hamiltonian. In the thermody-
namic (large system size) limit we now assume the state of the system is completely
determined by a set of extensive macroscopic variables (Y1, . . . , Yr), each of which
is a function of the representative point x. From this it is clear that the system’s
representative point must live in some accessible region of phase space where these
variables possess their thermodynamic value [1]. This region of accessible phase
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space is denoted Γ and it’s volume is |Γ|. One must note that although knowledge
of the accessible phase space and the representative points dynamics is enough to
completely describe the system, in practice the number of degrees of freedom is
often too large to admit a deterministic solution. Therefore we have only really
outlined the mathematical preliminaries and not really gained much in the way of
physical insight. If no deterministic solution is feasible a probabilistic approach is
necessary. The next step is crucial in formulating equilibrium statistical physics
and was proposed by Boltzmann, it is known as the fundamental postulate
S = kBln|Γ|. (2.1)
The relationship in Eq. (2.1), relating the thermodynamic entropy S to the phase
space volume, cannot be proven but can be shown to hold the desired properties
of a thermodynamic entropy, i. e. concavity, monotonicity etc. Using this idea of
an accessible phase space we can define a probability distribution P (x) which is
non-zero only within Γ and is the probability of the system having a representa-
tive point x′ ∈ [x, x + dx]. With this distribution we can see the true power of
equilibrium statistical mechanics: it allows us to calculate the expectation value
of extensive observables A(x) which are not necessarily thermodynamic variables.
Assuming almost all of the accessible phase space corresponds to A’s equilibrium
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value1, a∗, this is simply calculated using
a∗ = 〈A(x)〉 =
∫
Γ
dxA(x)P (x). (2.2)
The realisation of a specific distribution P (x) over the accessible representative
points defines an ensemble. Taking P (x) = 1/|Γ| to be uniform over the acces-
sible region of phase space corresponds to the microcanonical ensemble. We now
consider the most important ensemble in equilibrium statistical mechanics, it is
defined by the system of interest exchanging energy with a much larger reservoir
R. In this instance the extensive variable of interest is the energy, E, and its
corresponding thermodynamic intensive variable is temperature T . The system
and reservoir can exchange energy freely and at equilibrium they possess the same
temperature. Furthermore, due to the reservoir’s much larger size, this temper-
ature is independent of the energy of the system of interest. Noticing that the
system plus reservoir is defined by the pair (xR, x), where xR is the reservoir’s
representative point and x is the system’s, we may calculate the equilibrium val-
ues a∗ of any system extensive observable A(x) within the system plus reservoir’s
microcanonical ensemble via
a∗ =
1
|Γ|
∫
Γ
dxRdxA(x). (2.3)
The region of accessible phase space is determined by the total energy E, which is
1Here we note that to connect equilibrium thermodynamics with Hamiltonian dynamics one
often appeals to chaos and the ergodic hypothesis. These ideas are invoked to explain how
through deterministic evolution a system’s extensive variables obtain their equilibrium values
but are not necessarily a requirement for equilibrium statistical physics to hold [82]. We simply
note that a much weaker but necessary condition required for equilibrium statistical physics to
hold is that at long times (and in the large system size limit) a system’s trajectory spends most
of its time in the region of phase space where extensive observables obtain their equilibrium
value.
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fixed, along with other thermodynamic variables which we are not specifically
interested in. The total Hamiltonian is assumed to be of the form Htotal ≈
HR(xR) +Hsys(x) and so we may write
a∗ =
1
|Γ|
∫
dxRdxA(x)δ(Hsys(x) +HR(xR)− E)
=
1
|Γ|
∫
dxA(x)
∫
dxR δ(HR(xR)− (E −Hsys(x))). (2.4)
The integral over the reservoir is simply the accessible region of phase space when
the reservoir’s energy is E − Hsys. Using the fundamental postulate we express
this in terms of the reservoir entropy and find the integral over xR is simply
exp(SR(E −Hsys)/kB); recalling the reservoir is much larger than the system the
entropy may be Taylor expanded
exp(
SR(E −Hsys)
kB
) ≈ exp(SR(E)
kB
) exp(− 1
kB
∂SR
∂E
Hsys). (2.5)
Identifying ∂SR/∂E as the inverse temperature 1/T the expectation value of
Eq. (2.4) is
〈A〉 = 1N
∫
dxA(x)e−βHsys , (2.6)
where the normalization N is a fundamental quantity known as the partition
function:
Z = N =
∫
dxe−βHsys . (2.7)
In essence we have defined a new probability distribution P (x) = e−βHsys/Z or in
the language of statistical mechanics a new ensemble, the canonical ensemble [1].
It is also possible to show that in the thermodynamic limit the average of
observables is dominated by the region of phase space where the system’s internal
energy is equal to its equilibrium value E∗. This ensures that in the thermody-
namic limit the expectation values calculated in the both the microcanonical and
canonical ensemble are identical. It is also implies that the partition function is
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related to the system’s entropy and equilibrium energy via
Z =
∫
dxe−βHsys =
∫
dE ′dxδ(E ′ −Hsys)e−βE′
=
∫
dE ′e−β(E
′−TS(E′))
≈ exp(−β(E∗ − TS(E∗))) = exp(−βF (E∗)), (2.8)
where F (E∗) is the system’s free energy. This completes the brief introduction to
equilibrium statistical physics. Although the derivation of these objects has been
heavily reliant on the notion of equilibrium; we will see in the next section that
the main quantity of interest, the free energy, is only a specific case of a general
class of large deviation functions.
2.1.2 Large Deviation Principle
In this part the large deviation (LD) principle [46] is introduced in a heuristic
manner using a simple problem before connecting this approach with equilibrium
statistical mechanics and the canonical ensemble. The definitions provided here
are not rigorous and only serve as a simple primer for the remainder of the thesis.
For the interested reader there are many reviews which deal with the more formal
aspects and subtleties behind large deviation theory.
Consider the simple problem of n independent identically distributed random vari-
ables, Xi where i ∈ 1, 2, . . . n, which are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with
variance σ2 and mean µ
P (Xi = x) =
1√
2piσ2
e−
(x−µ)2
2σ2 . (2.9)
As these are independent random variables the probability of drawing a sequence
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) from the Gaussian distribution is simply the product of their
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individual probability densities
P (x) = P (x1, x2, . . . , xn) = P (x1)P (x2) . . . P (xn). (2.10)
From this it is easy to see that the sample mean, Sn = n
−1∑
iXi, has a probability
density
P (Sn = s) =
∫
δ(Sn(x)− s)P (x)dx
= 〈δ(Sn − s)〉
=
√
n
2piσ2
e−
n(s−µ)2
2σ2 . (2.11)
This result is expected as the sum of Gaussian random variables should also be
Gaussian distributed. In the large n limit this density takes a large deviation form,
as the
√
n term is subdominant to the decaying exponential term in Eq. (2.11),
and thus
P (Sn = s)  e−nJ(s), (2.12)
where the LD function is J(s) = (s − µ)2/2σ2. We further note the symbol
“” denotes that the probability distribution is dominated by an exponentially
decaying term in the limit n → ∞. The only value of Sn which does not decay
exponentially is Sn = µ and so the distribution of this variable will become dense
around the mean
lim
n→∞
P (Sn ∈ [µ− , µ+ ]) = 1. (2.13)
Here  is any positive number and whenever this limit holds Sn will converge to
the mean. This property is known as the Law of Large Numbers.
This example illustrates the basic approximation associated with the LD principle.
In this principle the probability obeys a scaling law of the form Pn ≈ e−nI , where n
is a large parameter and I is some positive constant. Although intuitive, the idea
behind this scaling form should be clear, that is, in the limit of large n the dominant
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behaviour of Pn is an exponential decay in n. Also in the context of continuous
random variables the LD function I need not be constant, as demonstrated above.
A useful result associated with the LD principle is the Ga¨rtner-Ellis theorem [46]
which connects the LD functions of the moment generating function (MGF) and
probability distribution. Considering a random variable A, which depends on
parameter n, the scaled cumulant generating function is defined as
θ(s) = lim
n→∞
1
n
log〈e−nsA〉, (2.14)
where s ∈ R and
〈e−nsA〉 =
∫
R
e−snAP (A)dA. (2.15)
This scaled cumulant generating function (CGF) is an LD function, provided it
exists and is differentiable at all s ∈ R the Ga¨rtner-Ellis theorem states that the
variable A satisfies a large deviation principle
P (A)  e−nI(A). (2.16)
These LD functions are related by a Legendre-Fenchel transform θ(s) = −mina[I(a)+
sa] which may be heuristically considered as the saddle-point approximation ap-
plied to Eq. (2.15). Building on this brief introduction in LD theory we now
illustrate the connection between LD theory and equilibrium statistical mechan-
ics [4, 46].
As in the previous section, consider a system of N interacting particles: accord-
ing to equilibrium statistical physics the system may then be described as being
distributed across an ensemble of microstates ψ. The set of these microstates is de-
noted ΩN and is simply theN -fold product of each individual particle’s state space.
The energetics of this system is determined by the Hamiltonian EN(ψ), from this
we straightforwardly define a mean energy per particle N(ψ) = EN(ψ)/N . The
system is now to be modelled abstractly; treating the microstate ψ as a random
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variable determined by a prior probability measure P (dψ) which in many cases is
∝ dψ due to Liouville’s theorem.
Now that the problem has been formally set out, how does LD theory come into
play? LD theory becomes relevant when one considers the thermodynamic limit
N → ∞. In this limit the interactions between the particles means the system
behaves in a coarse-grained manner and is determined by a few macroscopic vari-
ables known as a macrostate, MN(ψ). The system is now characterized by a subset
of microstates called the equilibrium microstates, which are the most probable set
of macrostates in the ensemble. In essence the thermodynamic description of the
system stems from the Law of Large Numbers and the convergence in probability
of the macrostates around the equilibrium microstates often obeys a LD principle.
The discussion above focussed on the unconstrained problem, if this problem obeys
a large deviation principle one may show that the constrained problem, i. e. fixed
energy (microcanonical ensemble), obeys a LD principle. The formal details prov-
ing this may be found in Ref. [46]; here we simply list the relevant LD functions
related to the canonical ensemble. From the last section we write a discretized
version of the partition sum is
Z(β) =
∑
i
e−βi
 e−Nβf(β), (2.17)
where f(β) is the free energy density of the problem, this is the LD function
associated with the unnormalized MGF of the system’s energy (the partition sum).
Similarly, the probability of being in a macrostate with energy density u also
follows a large deviation principle, P (u) = e−Nβs(u), where the LD function s(u)
is the entropy density. These LD functions essentially define the properties of
the system in the canonical ensemble and their analytic form has many physical
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consequences. Their most relevant property, in relation to this thesis, is how
singular features in the free energy density mark phase transitions. In the next
Section a basic background to equilibrium phase transitions will be provided but
it is important to remember that the formalism discussed is applicable to LD
functions beyond those associated with the energy of the system of interest.
2.2 Order Parameters and Phase Transitions
Phase transitions are marked by singular changes in the macroscopic properties
of the system under tuning a system parameter. They are ubiquitous in nature
and nearly everyone has observed simple examples such as water changing to
a gas upon heating to ∼ 373K in normal conditions (i. e. one atmosphere of
pressure) or freezing to form a solid upon cooling. These transitions emerge as a
collective phenomenon in many-body systems with non-trivial interactions and so
are often difficult to describe in full without resorting to powerful tools such as
renormalization group theory. However the basics of phase transition theory are
quite simple and intuitive and so will be the focus of this Section.
Phase transitions manifest themselves as singular features in the analytic struc-
ture of the free energy. As such there are many types of phase transitions and a
classification system was introduced by Ehrenfest. This system is based on the
derivatives of the free energy: a nth order phase transition is marked by a dis-
continuity in the nth derivative of the free energy and all lower order derivatives
are smooth. In the conventional approach to phase transitions only first and sec-
ond order phase transitions are usually considered and so we will introduce their
basic phenomenology. However in this thesis we will also encounter third order
transitions as defined by Ehrenfest’s classification.
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To observe a phase transition it is necessary to study an observable which can dis-
tinguish between the different phases. This observable is the order parameter of
the system and it changes in a singular fashion when the system undergoes a tran-
sition from one phase to another. Two pedagogical examples of a phase transition
are the liquid-gas transition and the ferromagnet-paramagnet transition; these are
systems which exhibit first and second order transitions respectively. In the first
case a suitable order parameter is the particle density ρ, at ambient pressure this
observable changes discontinuously when the system’s temperature crosses its boil-
ing point Tc. In the second example the interaction between the magnetic dipoles
seeks to align the dipoles ferromagnetically and enhance the magnetization while
thermal fluctuations seek to disorder the system. A good order parameter for this
system is the total magnetization M . This macroscopic order parameter varies
smoothly as a function a T . However if one instead considers the corresponding
susceptibility, ∂TM , this diverges at the critical point Tc, both of these cases are
shown in Fig. 2.12.
Although we have only considered two simple examples of a static phase transition
in the canonical ensemble, this thesis will focus on dynamical “free energies” which
capture temporal correlations of complex many-body systems and analogous to the
cases discussed above may undergo dynamical/trajectory phase transitions [6, 7, 9,
29, 53, 54, 56]. Therefore in studying these new generalized free energies it will be
necessary to consider dynamical order parameters to characterize this new phase
2If one now considers ρ as a function of pressure (P ) and T we find a line of 1st order
transitions which ends at a critical point in the (P, T ) plane. Similarly in the second example
we now consider M as a function of a magnetic field H and T . Below Tc the ground state is
ferromagnetic and aligns with the field H in a symmetry breaking process. The H = 0 line
then forms a 1st order transition line between two symmetry broken states where the spins are
aligned in opposite directions. This 1st order line ends at the critical point Tc above which the
system is paramagnetic. It should be clear that when extended to the (P, T ) and (H,T ) planes
the behaviour of the order parameters of these two systems is very similar.
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Figure 2.1: The panel on the left shows both 1st and 2nd order transitions where the
order parameter changes discontinuously and continuously at Tc respectively.
Both transitions result in a diverging susceptibility at Tc, as shown in the
panel on the right.
behaviour. The remaining Sections of this Chapter will focus on describing the
types of systems studied in the remainder of the thesis and how they relate to LD
theory, thermodynamics and phase transitions.
2.3 Classical Systems
Equilibrium statistical physics emerged prior to quantum mechanics and so it
is appropriate this thesis includes a study of a classical nonequilibrium many-
body system. The type of nonequilibrium dynamical systems we are interested in
are stochastic in nature and obey Markovian Master equations. Such stochastic
processes play an important role in many areas from economics to life sciences
and are often the subject of interdisciplinary research. This Section will briefly
derive the classical Master equation associated with a continuous time Markov
process before describing how these stochastic systems may be understood using
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the s-ensemble formalism [7, 8, 29].
2.3.1 Stochastic Processes and Master Equations
In essence a process is a sequence of configurations {Ci(ti)} where ti, i = 1, . . . , n,
are discrete times at which the state of the system is recorded. As such the tem-
poral evolution of a state may be described by a process and if this evolution
involves some element of randomness, i. e. in the step Ci(ti) → Ci+1(ti+1), this
process is called a stochastic process. This randomness is not compatible with
the deterministic Hamiltonian dynamics and instead result from the effects of en-
vironmental degrees of freedom which are traced out. One of the most famous
examples of a stochastic process is Brownian motion where the effects of colli-
sions with external particles generates an effective random fluctuating force. Due
to the random nature of these processes it is necessary to consider all possible
sequences {Ci(ti)} and to each realization assign a probability P (Cn, tn; . . . ; C1, t1).
This probability carries all of the information about the process and the dynamics
of the system [38].
There are many different types of stochastic process and therefore the form of
the probability distribution may change dramatically from process to process. We
therefore will discuss a few general types of stochastic process before proceeding.
Firstly, a stationary process is one where the distribution P is invariant under time
translation of all its arguments; from this it follows P˙ = 0. A completely random
process is one where the distribution is completely independent of its history
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P (Cn, tn; . . . ; C1, t1) = P (C1, t1)
n∏
i=2
P (Ci, ti|Ci−1, ti−1; . . . ; C1)
=
∏
i
P (Ci, ti), (2.18)
here P (a|b) is the joint probability of recording event a given event b has been
recorded. In this instance the full distribution is just the product of the distri-
butions of n independent random variables and so lacks any intrinsic correlation.
Therefore the dynamics described by such a process would not be expected to
exhibit any interesting phenomena. The simplest non-trivial process which may
capture rich dynamical phenomena is a Markovian process. These processes
are defined by joint probability distributions where the current state of the sys-
tem is only dependent on the previous configuration and so can be considered
memoryless,
P (Cn, tn|Cn−1, tn−1; . . . ; C1, t1) = P (Cn, tn|Cn−1, tn−1). (2.19)
This property defines a very specific dynamics captured by the Chapman-Kolmogorov
relationship [38]. Consider initializing the system in configuration Ci at a time ti,
the probability of observing the system in configuration C at a time t is given by
P (C, t; Ci, ti). This is the transition probability of the system and may be formally
expressed as an integral over the probability to be in an intermediate configuration
C ′ at time t′ prior to the transition,
P (C, t; Ci, ti) =
∫
dC ′P (C, t; C ′, t′; Ci, ti)
=
∫
dC ′P (C, t|C ′, t′; Ci, ti)P (C ′, t′; Ci, ti) (2.20)
=
∫
dC ′P (C, t|C ′, t′)P (C ′, t′; Ci, ti),
where the final line is obtained using the Markovian property defined by Eq. (2.19).
Although formally exact the Chapman-Kolmogorov relationship does not become
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useful until one considers the limit |t − t′|  |t − ti|. In this limit the integral
decomposes into three pieces: the transition probability of interest, the probability
to reach an intermediate state C ′ just prior to t and the probability of transitioning
from C ′ → C in a time |t− t′|. To see this consider |t− t′| ≡ δt to be infinitesimally
small and expanding P (C, t|C ′, t− δt) to lowest order in δt one finds
P (C, t|C ′, t′) = δ(C − C ′)(1− δt
∫
dC ′′W (C ′′|C ′)) + δt W (C|C ′) +O(δt2). (2.21)
This is a very good approximation in the limit |t − t′| → 0 as the probability of
transitions to a state C at a time t is dominated by stationary terms of order O(1)
and transition terms of O(δt). The O(δt) terms are comprised of losses out of state
C ′ to another state C ′′ and inputs from transitions from C ′ to C; the transition rates
associated with these processes are defined as W (A|B) ≡ ∂tP (A|B).
Substituting this into Eq. (2.20) we arrive at the so-called Master equation
∂tP (C, t) = −r(C)P (C, t) +
∑
C′
W (C|C ′)P (C ′, t), (2.22)
where for ease of reading we now denote P (C, t; Ci, ti) ≡ P (C, t), r(C) =
∑
C′W (C ′|C)
is the escape rate and we have converted the integral to a discrete summation. It
is often convenient to write this equation in matrix notation [8, 13, 53, 83]
∂t|P (t)〉 = W|P (t)〉, (2.23)
where the vector |P (t)〉 contains the probabilities P (C, t) and the stochastic matrix
W has matrix elements
〈C|W|C ′〉 = W (C|C ′)− r(C)δC,C′ . (2.24)
In this pedagogical derivation we have assumed that the stochastic process is not
only Markovian but also continuous in time, that is the variable used to char-
acterize the process (in this case the configuration C(t)) changes continuously in
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time. This Master equation can be used to describe the dynamics of complex
many-body systems. Thus not much can be said about the Master equation in
general, but if this equation describes a physical system at long times it should
relax to an equilibrium distribution as described by equilibrium statistical physics.
Furthermore as a physical system should be described by a microscopic Hamilto-
nian whose dynamics is preserved under time reversal, the condition P˙eq(C) = 0
translates into detailed balance:
W (C|C ′)Peq(C ′) = W (C ′|C)Peq(C). (2.25)
2.3.2 The s-ensemble
As previously stated a general analysis of the Master equation is very difficult
and beyond detailed balance not much information can be gleaned. However
changing tack and approaching this dynamical equation from a thermodynamic
perspective may provide some new insight or at a least a new physical perspective
on the problem. Under the Master equation the system can be considered to
evolve along a particular trajectory defined by the set of configurations it visits.
Now rather than considering ensembles of microstates we may consider equivalent
ensembles of trajectories and use the language of equilibrium statistical physics to
understand this problem.
Rather than considering microstates with fixed energy E and system size N , as
we do in the microcanonical ensemble, we now consider histories of the system
between an initial time τ = 0 and final time τ = t. To define our new trajectory
microcanonical ensemble [8, 13] we examine statistics of a time extensive observ-
able At, and from this we denote Γdyn. as the fraction of histories with a given
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value of At. We may now apply a thermodynamic formalism [6] provided
lim
t→∞
log Γdyn.(tat, t)
t
→ −φ(at). (2.26)
Here at = At/t is the temporal density of At and provided φ(at) is finite the system
obeys a LD principle and a thermodynamic formalism can be applied where now
time plays the extensive role of volume. In this approach the observable at plays
the role of a dynamical order parameter and although in principle it is arbitrary,
it is pragmatic to choose an observable that may provide some insight into the
dynamics of the problem. For example, if a conductor is connected to two large
leads and a voltage is dropped across it, the relevant dynamical order parameter for
this nonequilibrium process would be the total charged current transferred. Having
essentially defined the dynamical equivalent of the microcanonical ensemble we
can equally define a dynamical partition sum by introducing a time-intensive field
conjugate to the time-extensive observable At,
ZA(s, t) =
∑
At
Γdyn.(At, t)e
−sAt . (2.27)
The above sum is over all realizations of the observables At, and the “counting
field” s is taken to be real. The above partition sum is the MGF of At and so
the moments of At are obtained via differentiation, 〈Ant 〉 = (−1)n∂nsZA(s, t)|s→0.
Similarly the cumulant generating function (CGF) is given through the logarithm,
ΘA(s, t) = logZA(s, t). Tuning s away from 0 can be considered to bias the system
away from its set of typical trajectories, thus providing information about the rare
events of the system. In the large time limit this partition sum takes an LD form:
ZA(s, t) ≈ etθ(s), (2.28)
and this scaled CGF is related to φ(at) via the Legendre transformation θ(s) =
−minat(φ(at) + sat). Pursuing the thermodynamic analogy, the quantity φ(at)
is equivalent to a dynamical entropy density and θ(s) is a dynamical free energy
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density [29, 30, 83, 84]. Analogous to equilibrium thermodynamics this free energy
may possess singular features which mark trajectory phase transitions. The
order parameter for this transition is the observable At in the ‘s-biased’ ensemble:
〈At〉s = 〈Ate−sAt〉/ZA(s, t). This dynamical order parameter is simply−∂sθ(s) and
we will also examine the corresponding susceptibility χs = ∂
2
sθ(s). It is important
to note that although the s-field is not necessarily physically tunable nonetheless
singular features in the generating functions have implications on the form of the
full distribution P (At, t) [5] and hence the moments at s = 0, this is shown in
Fig. 2.2. Below we summarize the important quantities introduced so far in this
Section and their equilibrium statistical physics analogs.
s-ensemble Equil. Stat. Phys.
t (time) N (volume)
s β
Γdyn.(At, t) Γ(E,N)
φ(At/t) (Rate function) s(E/N) (Entropy density)
ZA(s, t) (MGF) Z(β,N) (Partition function)
ΘA(s, t) (CGF) F (β,N) (Free Energy)
θ(s) (dyn. free energy density) f(β) (free energy density)
χs (dyn. susceptibility) χ (static susceptibility, i. e. χM in Sec. 2.2)
To extract the LD function θ(s) we must first consider the probability, P (C, At, t),
of being in a certain configuration C having measured a value At. Summing this
probability over all configurations yields the microcanonical counting function
Γdyn.(At, t). Laplace transforming P (C, At, t) and writing in vector notation we
have:
|P (s, t)〉 =
∑
At
|P (At, t)〉e−sAt , (2.29)
the overlap of this probability vector with the flat state 〈−| ≡ (1, 1, . . . , 1) yields
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Figure 2.2: A smooth θ(s) implies that the distribution associated with the observable K
is unimodal. In the right panels we see a trajectory transition point implies
that the full distribution Pt(K) has “fat-tails” where the contributions from
each trajectory phase are visible.
the MGF. This s-biased probability vector’s temporal evolution is not generated by
the stochastic operatorW but instead it evolves under a deformed Master equation
with Master operator Ws. Within this formalism the operator e−Ws plays the role
of a transfer operator, ZA(s, t) is similar to a boundary partition function and
t is essentially the length of the “boundary”. At s = 0 this transfer operator
is a real square matrix with positive entries and in accordance with the Perron-
Frobenius theorem (combined with the Krein-Rutman theorem) it possesses a
unique largest real eigenvalue. Turning on s the uniqueness of this eigenvalue is
no longer guaranteed and the spectral gap ofWs may close resulting in a trajectory
phase transition.
Thus we have demonstrated that the trajectory phase properties may be exam-
ined by exact diagonalization of the deformed Master operator Ws. How the
s-bias deforms the Master operator depends on the type of observable At one is
interested in. There are two general classifications of observable in this formalism,
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observables that increment when the system changes configuration and observ-
ables which continuously vary in time, which we call type A and B observables
respectively [8]. Beginning with type A observables, given K changes in config-
uration and increment α(C, C ′) between configuration changes, they are formally
defined as
A =
K∑
i=1
α(Ci, Ci+1). (2.30)
Now the probability of being in a state C at a time t where the dynamical observ-
able takes a value A evolves under
∂tP (C,A, t) =
∑
C′
W (C ′|C)P (C ′,A− α(C ′, C), t)− r(C)P (C, A, t). (2.31)
Laplace transforming Eq. (2.31) and collecting the probabilities P (C, s, t) into a
vector it is easy to show
∂t|P (s, t)〉 = Ws|P (s, t)〉,
〈C|Ws|C ′〉 = W (C ′|C)e−sα(C′,C) − r(C)δC,C′ . (2.32)
Considering now type B observables they are related to configuration dependent
observables b(C) formally by
B =
K∑
i=1
(ti+1 − ti)b(C) =
∫ t
0
dt′b(C(t′)), (2.33)
where we take the time spent in Ci as ti+1− ti and in the sum we define t1 = 0 and
tK = t. The function C(t′) which appears in the integral representation thus takes
the value Ci for ti < t′ < ti+1. Examining the probability P (C,B, t) this obeys a
modified Master equation
∂tP (C,B, t) =
∑
C′
W (C ′|C)P (C ′,B, t)− r(C)P (C,B, t)− b(C)∂BP (C,B, t). (2.34)
Repeating the above analysis and Laplace transforming this distribution and writ-
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ing the result in matrix notation we find
∂t|P (s, t)〉 = Ws|P (s, t)〉,
〈C|Ws|C ′〉 = W (C ′|C)− (r(C) + sb(C))δC,C′ . (2.35)
Both deformed Master equations, for type A and B observables, have the formal
solution
|P (s, t)〉 = eWst|P (0)〉, (2.36)
where |P (0)〉 is the initial state of the system. Taking the overlap with flat state
〈−| we find the time dependent MGF is given by
Z(s, t) = 〈−|eWst|P (0)〉. (2.37)
Finally it is worth noting this deformed Master operator can be decomposed into
its left |Ln〉 and right eigenvectors |Rn〉: Ws = λ0|R0〉〈L0| + λ1|R1〉〈L1| + . . .,
where λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ λ2 . . . are the eigenvalues of the deformed Master operator and
λ0 = θ(s).
2.4 Open Quantum Systems
Another type of nonequilibrium dissipative system of interest are open quantum
systems. Specifically we are interested in open systems which are described by
a density matrix whose evolution is Markovian in nature and obeys a Lindblad
Master equation [40, 85–87]. Analogous to classical Master equations the effects
of the environment, whose degrees of freedom are traced out, is to input stochastic
noise into the system’s evolution. In this approach the system-environment inter-
action may be treated within an input-output formalism and this interaction leads
to dissipation where the system may emit quanta into the bath over the course of
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its evolution [39, 40, 87]. The observer may then perform measurements on the
environment and describe the evolution of the system in terms of the time-records
of these measurements. These time-records play the same role as the configura-
tional changes in the last Section and define the trajectories of the open system.
To define a thermodynamics of trajectories associated with these types of systems
it is instructive to derive the Lindblad Master equation using quantum stochastic
calculus [40] and that is where this Section begins.
2.4.1 Lindblad Master Equation
Modelling the environment as a continuum of Harmonic oscillators the Hamilto-
nian for the joint system plus environment is given by
Htot = Hsys +Hbath +Hint, (2.38)
where the bath Hamiltonian and interaction are
Hbath =
∫ ∞
0
dω ωb†(ω)b(ω), (2.39)
Hint = i
∫ ∞
0
dω κ(ω)(L− L†)(b(ω) + b†(ω)).
Firstly we recall that we have set ~ = 1, and we treat the heat bath as being
bosonic in nature and has raising (lowering) operators b†(ω) (b(ω)) which obey the
usual canonical commutation relations: [b(ω′), b†(ω)] = δ(ω − ω′). For simplicity
when describing the interaction we consider the case of the system connected to a
single heat bath via a single set of operators (L and L†), however this derivation
can be easily extended to multiple L operators and baths if desired. Moreover the
coupling κ(ω) is also assumed to be smooth.
We begin by assuming that the bare system dipole L evolves as L(t) = Le−iω0t,
where ω0 is the resonance frequency of the system. Therefore the system will be
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coupled predominantly to frequencies centred about ω0, hence we impose a cutoff
in interaction Hamiltonian ϑ,
Hϑint = i
∫ ω0+ϑ
ω0−ϑ
dω κ(ω)(L− L†)(b(ω) + b†(ω)). (2.40)
The cutoff is then assumed to be ϑ ω0, which implicitly assumes a separation of
timescales where the bare system’s frequency is much larger than the cutoff which
is also much larger than the decay rates and the typical frequencies associated
with the system’s dynamics [40, 87]. Moreover the coupling within this regime is
assumed to be constant in this frequency range κ(ω) =
√
γ/2pi.
Switching to the interaction picture the interaction Hamiltonian becomes
Hϑint(t) = i
∫ ω0+ϑ
ω0−ϑ
dω
√
γ
2pi
(Le−iω0t − L†eiω0t)(b(ω)e−iωt + b†(ω)eiωt). (2.41)
The separation of timescales implies that the terms e±i(ω+ω0)t oscillate very rapidly
over the relaxation time and will average to zero compared to e±i(ω−ω0)t. Thus we
neglect these terms, making the so-called rotating wave approximation [40, 88],
and obtain
Hϑint(t) = i
√
γ(bϑ(t)†L− h. c.), (2.42)
where
bϑ(t) =
1√
2pi
∫ ω0+ϑ
ω0−ϑ
dωb(ω)e−i(ω−ω0)t. (2.43)
Under these approximations the time evolution operator Uϑ(t) in the interaction
picture and obeys
d
dt
Uϑ(t) = −iHϑintUϑ(t), (2.44)
where the separation in timescales implies that in the weak coupling limit γ  1
the relaxation timescale is  1/ϑ. Therefore we may consider all frequencies
about ω0 to be relevant in describing the evolution and take ϑ → ∞ and rewrite
bϑ(t) → b(t). The effects of the bath fields can be described via an input-output
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formalism where in effect one can consider the bath as driving the system with
noise fields (b(†)(t)) which interact with the system at a time t. These input fields
then “exit” the system and the output is given by the Heisenberg evolution of these
fields under an appropriate stochastic evolution operator such as the one described
below. In this weak coupling limit these noise terms obey the commutation relation
[b(t), b†(t′)] = δ(t− t′) and so the bath effectively plays the role of white noise.
In typical quantum optical set ups there are many external laser fields in the
vicinity of ω0 which leads to a time dependent Hsys(t), so it is often convenient to
consider a reference frame where this explicit time dependence has been removed.
This leads to a residual time independent Hsys appearing in the appearing in the
Schro¨dinger equation, which we simply label as H for the remainder of this thesis.
This all leads to a general evolution equation
d
dt
U(t) = (−iH +√γb†(t)L−√γL†b(t))U(t). (2.45)
This may be recast as a stochastic Schro¨dinger equation
dU(t) = (−iHdt+√γdB†(t)L−√γdB(t)L†)U(t), (2.46)
where the increments are defined as
B(†)(t) =
∫ t
0
b(†)(s)ds,
dB(†)(t) = B(†)(t+ dt)−B(†)(t),
dB(t) = [dB†(t)]†. (2.47)
The stochastic equation in Eq. (2.46) is of Stratonovich form and hence captures
the noncommutability of the system-bath operators in the Heisenberg represen-
tation as defined by Htot. For ease of use this may be converted to a stochastic
equation of Ito¯ form, where the increments do commute with system observables,
simply by manipulating Eq. (2.46) using the formal definitions of both types of
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stochastic integrals [40]∫ t
t0
g(t′)dB(t′) = lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
g(ti)[B(ti+1)−B(ti)] (I),∫ t
t0
g(t′)dB(t′) = lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
g(ti) + g(ti+1)
2
[B(ti+1)−B(ti)] (S). (2.48)
Above (I/S) denotes Ito¯/Stratonovich integrals respectively and we can see the
stochastic integrals in the Ito¯ formalism are evaluated strictly in the past, hence
the system operator g(t′) commutes with the increment. This leads to the Ito¯
stochastic Schro¨dinger equation
dU(t) = ((−iH − 1
2
γL†L) dt+
√
γdB†(t)L−√γdB(t)L†)U(t), (2.49)
where we will consider the quantity H − iγ
2
L†L as an effective non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian Heff . Now as with regular Ito¯ stochastic calculus the quantum
stochastic calculus does not obey the regular rules of calculus and one must define
an associated Ito¯ table to describe how the increments behave. For simplicity in
this instance we assume the bath begins in a vacuum state b(t)|vac〉 = 0, using
the definition of the increments in Eq. (2.47) it can be shown the only non-zero
combination of dB(t) and dB†(t) is
dB(t)dB†(t) = dt,
dB†(t)dB(t) = 0, (2.50)
[dB(t)]2 = [dB†(t)]2 = 0.
From this brief journey into quantum stochastics we are ready to derive the Lind-
blad Master equation. Initializing the system in a pure state described by the total
density operator ρ(t) = |Ψ(t)〉〈Ψ(t)|, using the stochastic Schro¨dinger equation it
is simple to derive the equation of motion for the stochastic density operator which
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describes the evolution of the system plus heat bath
dρ(t) ≡ ρ(t+ dt)− ρ(t)
= U(t+ dt, t)ρ(t)U †(t+ dt, t)− ρ(t)
= −i(Heffρ(t)− ρ(t)Heff ) dt+ γdB†(t)Lρ(t)L†dB(t) (2.51)
+
√
γdB†Lρ(t) + ρ(t)
√
γdB(t)L†. (2.52)
Here the evolution operator U(t′, t) evolves the state from time t→ t′. Taking the
trace over the bath degrees of freedom and using the Ito¯ rules from Eq. (2.50) we
readily arrive at the Lindblad Master equation [85, 86]
ρ˙sys = −i[H, ρsys] +
∑
i
γiLiρsysL
†
i −
γi
2
{L†iLi, ρsys}, (2.53)
where ρsys now denotes the system density matrix, we have also generalized to
many dissipation channels and {•, •} denotes the anti-commutator. This equation
consists of two parts, the non-unitary evolution defined by Heff which describes
the “no-jump” evolution of the system and the recycling terms LiρsysL
†
i which
capture the emission of quanta from the system to the bath.
The similarity between the Lindblad Master equation and classical Master equa-
tion described in the previous Section does not end with their underlying physics
being stochastic in nature. The Lindblad Master equation may also be considered
Markovian in the sense that the correlation time of the bath is much shorter than
that of the system and the evolution operator V (t′, t) has the semi-group property
V (t, t1)V (t1, t0) = V (t, t0). (2.54)
Furthermore the dynamics generated by this Master equation can be decomposed
into constituent trajectories. However rather than being a history of configura-
tional changes it is continuous measurements which describe the trajectories. This
unravelling [40, 87] depends on the choice of observable measured but in all cases
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their contributions can be combined to determine ρsys(t) for the system. These
measurements define the trajectories of these open quantum systems [29, 39, 40].
2.4.2 Thermodynamics of Quantum Jump Trajectories
Perhaps the most natural observable to analyze in a dissipative system is the time-
record of emissions into the bath [29, 30, 84]. To examine the full distribution of
this observable we resort to a quantum version of the s-ensemble and begin by
defining the total number of photons counted up to a time t,
K(t) ≡
∫ t
0
dt′ b†(t′)b(t′). (2.55)
Here K(t) is the counting process whose generating function will define the s-
ensemble in this system. To examine the dynamical behaviour of this counting
process it is necessary to consider the stochastic increment dK(t) and its associated
Ito¯ rules. This operator has eigenvalues which are the number of photons counted
in the interval (t, t+ dt] and has the associated Ito¯ table
dK(t)dK(t) = dK(t),
dB(t)dK(t) = dB(t), (2.56)
dK(t)dB†(t) = dB†(t). (2.57)
and all other products involving dK(t) vanish. These rules allow us to redefine the
increment as dK(t) ≡ dB†(t)dB(t)/dt and only use the vacuum Ito¯ rules defined in
Eq. (2.50). With these rules we consider the dynamical evolution of the associated
generating function of this process. Before this there is a small subtlety to clarify,
in the input-output picture the increments considered so far describe how the bath
changes upon interacting with the system at a time t. This input field would then
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exit the system and be detected by an external detector, therefore one should
really examine the statistics of the output field. A detailed discussion of this may
be found in Ref. [40]. Here we give the main result
V˜t[s] = exp(−s
∫ t
0
dK(t′)),
Z(s, t) = TrsysTrB(V˜t[s]ρ(t)) = Trsys(ρs(t)), (2.58)
where ρs is the s-biased system density matrix, TrB and Z(s, t) denote the trace
over the bath degrees of freedom and the dynamical partition sum of the quantum
jump trajectories respectively. In the long time limit this generating function will
obey a LD principle [46] and so this process will have an associated dynamical
free energy θ(s). From Eq. (2.58) the stochastic increment of the characteristic
operator V˜t[s] can be deduced by expanding the exponential and using the Ito¯
rules to obtain
dV˜t[s] = V˜t[s](e
−s − 1)dK(t). (2.59)
Combining this with the stochastic density operator increment (see Eq. (2.51))
and the vacuum Ito¯ rules one can readily trace out the bath degrees of freedom to
find
ρ˙s = Ws(ρs)
= −i[H, ρs] +
∑
i
e−sγiLiρsL
†
i −
γi
2
{L†iLi, ρs}. (2.60)
Here the deformed Master operator Ws has a largest real eigenvalue which once
again corresponds to θ(s) [29]. Above we are examining the total emission statis-
tics but depending on which jump process statistics one wishes to examine, one
may add/remove factors of e−s in front of the appropriate recycling terms. The
trajectory phases of this process are characterized by the 1st and 2nd derivatives
of θ(s) which are referred to as the activity and dynamical susceptibility
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respectively. Positive s biases the system towards inactive trajectories while
negative s probes ensembles of active trajectories. Here, again, singular features
in θ(s) mark trajectory phase transitions and using the Legendre transform one
may obtain the probability of having measured K photons in a time t,
Pt(K) = Trsys(ρ
K
sys(t)) ≈ e−tφ(K/t), (2.61)
where ρKsys is the system density matrix projected onto the subspace where K
events have occurred [29, 30, 54, 84].
2.4.3 Mapping to an Equilibrium Phase Transition
The dynamics described by the Lindblad Master equation, see Eq. (2.53), generates
a matrix product state (MPS) [89, 90] on the environmental degrees of freedom [91–
93]. Using this fact, it was later shown that the quantum jump trajectory phases
can be mapped to the ground state phases of a 1d spin chain [94]. To see this we
consider the evolution of the density matrix ρ over a short time interval δt using
a Kraus map description:
ρ(t+ δt) = K0ρ(t)K0 +
∑
i 6=0
Kiρ(t)K
†
i . (2.62)
The Kraus operators in Eq. (2.62) are K0 = e
−iδtH
√
1− δt∑i γiL†iLi and Ki =
e−iδtH
√
γiδtLi. The first Kraus operator K0 describes the nonunitary no jump
evolution while Ki 6=0 represents the quantum jump associated with the Lindblad
operator Li. Applying the Kraus map repeatedly generates the dynamics of the
Lindblad Master equation and produces a quantum jump trajectory. Initializing
the system in a state |i〉 the probability of a trajectory {n1, n2, . . . , nM} (here ni
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represents the jump channel at step i, i. e. Lni) after M steps is
pn1,n2,...,nM =
∑
f
|〈f |KnM . . . Kn2Kn1|i〉|2. (2.63)
The sum in Eq. (2.63) is over a basis of final system states {|f〉}. For specificity we
consider a dissipative open system with N jump operators. The jump trajectory
probabilities can be encoded in a MPS which is generated by letting the system
interact sequentially with a spin chain of (N + 1)-dimensional spins [91–94]. The
quantum state, of the system+spin chain, after M steps is then given by
|Ψ〉 =
∑
f
|f〉 ⊗ |ψ(f)〉, (2.64)
where |ψ(f)〉 is the unnormalized MPS:
|ψ(f)〉 =
N∑
nm,...n2,n1=0
〈f |KnM . . . Kn1|i〉|n1, . . . nM〉. (2.65)
From this we see |Ψ〉 encodes the entire ensemble of quantum jump trajectories
where each basis state |n1 . . . nM〉 represents a quantum jump trajectory and the
associated amplitude is directly related to pn1,...,nM . This formal connection il-
lustrates that s-ensemble trajectory phase transitions, which are encoded in the
temporal correlations of quantum jumps, will become visible in the spatial corre-
lations of the MPS spin chain [94].
2.5 Closed Quantum Systems
The preceding Sections focussed on stochastic systems, both quantum and classi-
cal, and a thermodynamic approach to the relevant stochastic variables in these
nonequilibrium settings. This thermodynamic approach to the generating func-
tions emerged in the classical community from the works of Ruelle [4] and oth-
ers [6–8, 13] before being extended to the open quantum system case [29, 30].
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Casting this approach in the context of a closed quantum system is difficult as
observables are not stochastic variables and a Law of Large Numbers may not
exist. The key observation is that the observables of interest in the previous cases
are time-integrated along the trajectory. We therefore may ask about the gen-
erating functions of such time-integrated observables and although a LD principle
may not apply we may still search for singular features in an appropriately scaled
CGF [56, 72]. The generating functions of such observables may be calculated
using methods of full counting statistics (FCS) [41, 42, 95–100].
This Section covers two separate topics: the first part provides an overview of
how to construct these generating functions for a general quantum mechanical
observable [41, 97]. The remainder describes a nonequilibrium protocol known
as a quantum quench, and how LD theory emerges in the statistics of the work
done during this protocol. At finite times singular features may emerge in the
generating function of the work done marking a new type of dynamical phase
transition (DPT).
2.5.1 Time-Integrated observables
In classical stochastic systems and open quantum systems there is a well-defined
probability distribution associated with each variable that can be measured. Such
a probabilistic description is not possible in quantum mechanics, hence one can
not construct a classical phase space which is directly linked to the wavefunction of
the system [40, 97]. Despite this one can consider a quasi-probability distribution
known as the Wigner function [40] which depends on a position coordinate x
and conjugate momentum p. Although this looks similar to the phase space picture
of equilibrium statistical mechanics it may take negative values and thus may not
be considered a true probability distribution. Another concern when trying to
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define the MGF of time-integrated observables is causality. These observables do
not depend locally on time and time-ordering is crucial to avoid problems with
causality, these problems were tackled by Nazarov et al. [97]; here we outline the
main result and relate it to the Wigner function of an ancillary measurement
device.
A closed quantum system’s evolution is determined by its Hamiltonian H. We are
interested in the moments of a time-integrated observable
Qt ≡
∫ t
q(t′)dt′, (2.66)
where q(t′) is the observable of interest written in the Heisenberg representation.
The MGF of this observable is constructed from a related non-Hermitian operator
and its associated non-unitary evolution operator Tt(s) which are defined by the
equations [56, 64, 72]
Tt(s) ≡ e−itHs , Hs ≡ H − is
2
q. (2.67)
From these definitions the MGF of Qt is given by
Z(s, t) = 〈T †t (s)Tt(s)〉 = Tr(Tt(s)ρsysT †t (s)), (2.68)
where ρsys is the system of interest’s density matrix. To see this is the correct
MGF we switch to the interaction picture by setting Tt(s) → U †t Tt(s)Ut where
Ut is the unitary evolution operator generated by H. In this reference frame one
readily sees
Z(s, t) = 〈−→T e− s2
∫ t q(t′)dt′←−T e− s2 ∫ t q(t′)dt′〉, (2.69)
where
←−T (−→T ) denotes time ordering (anti-time ordering). These operators take
care of causality and the moments of Qt are generated through the derivatives
of Z(s, t), 〈Qnt 〉 = (−1)n∂nsZ(s, t)|s→0. The logarithm of the MGF defines the
cumulant generating function, Θ(s, t) ≡ logZ(s, t). The moments and cumulants
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generated by these functions are constructed from all possible time orderings of
the operator q(t′).
These functions form a definition of the full counting statistics (FCS) of this
observable. However in contrast to usual definitions of FCS we take the “counting
field” s to be real [56]. Adapting our approach from earlier we examine the analytic
properties of the CGF away from s = 0 using an appropriately scaled CGF
θ(s) = lim
N→∞,t→∞
Θ(s, t)
Nt
, (2.70)
where N represents the system size. Although it seems the MGF obeys an LD
principle this is not the case, a priori there is no well defined probability distribu-
tion associated with Qt. To see if θ(s) is indeed an LD function we must examine
how Z(s, t) is related to a measurement scheme, if any.
We now consider a detector with conjugate position and momenta coordinates
denoted by the operators x and p respectively [97]. Connecting this to the system
such that the detector’s position couples directly to q we obtain a new system plus
detector Hamiltonian
Htotal = H − xq. (2.71)
From this the Heisenberg equations of motion for the detector’s conjugate mo-
menta are directly related to Qt via
p˙(t) = q. (2.72)
Considering the full system plus ancilla density matrix, where the detector is
initialized in the state ρianc., to find the ancilla density matrix at a time t we
evolve it under Htotal and trace over the system degrees of freedom
ρfanc.(x
+, x−) = Trsys〈x+|e−iHtotaltρsysρianc.eiHtotalt|x−〉, (2.73)
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where |x±〉 are position basis states for the detector3 Setting x± = x± z
2
then this
equation may be rewritten as
ρfanc.(x+
z
2
, x− z
2
) = Z(x+
z
2
, x− z
2
, t)ρianc.(x+
z
2
, x− z
2
) , (2.74)
Z(x+
z
2
, x− z
2
, t) = Trsys.
(
e−i(H−x−
z
2
)tρsyse
i(H−x+ z
2
)t
)
.
The Wigner representation of the detector density matrix is simply its Fourier
transform [40]
ρ(x, p) =
∫
dz
2pi
e−ipzρ(x+
z
2
, x− z
2
), (2.75)
this quasi-phase space representation of the density matrix allows one to consider
the Wigner function ρ(x, p) as being a quasi-probability distribution. It may
not be considered a real probability distribution as it can be negative due to
interference effects arising from the quantum mechanical nature of the system.
Fourier transforming Eq. (2.74) and applying the convolution theorem the MGF
is related to the propagator connecting the initial and final states of the detector:
ρfanc. =
∫
dp1 Pt(x, p− p1)ρianc.(x, p1), (2.76)
Z(x+
z
2
, x− z
2
, t) =
∫
dp eipz Pt(x, p). (2.77)
3It is worth noting that this formalism may be recast in the language of Keldysh field theory.
In this language the MGF Z(x + z2 , x − z2 , t) is the Keldysh partition function where the field
z couples to a purely quantum vector field. Setting z = is one can see that the effect of s is
to exponentially suppress or enhance the contribution of this vector field to the MGF. This is
intimately linked with the existence (or lack thereof) of a LD principle. If the MGF in this
field theoretic setting is well described by a saddle point approximation then a LD principle will
exist. The action of this field theory is usually extensive in system size N , i. e. the quantum
fluctuations are exponentially suppressed with system size and one can approximate the MGF as
exp(NΘ(s, t)), it may not be extensive in t. For finite s the quantum fluctuations are suppressed
with increasing time and so at long times a further saddle point approximation may be made,
i. e. Θ(s, t) ≈ tθ(s), and we obtain a LD function for s 6= 0.
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Setting x = 0 and analytically continuing z to the imaginary axis such that z = is
we see that the MGF as defined in FCS is essentially the bilateral Laplace trans-
form of the propagator Pt(0, p). It is clear from Eq. (2.76) that as the Wigner
function of the detector is not necessarily positive then neither is the positivity
of Pt(x, p) guaranteed. Therefore although the MGF is well-defined in general for
the closed system case an associated probability distribution is not. An impor-
tant case is when Pt(x, p) is independent of x, in this instance one can integrate
Eq. (2.76) over x and can consider the integrated Wigner function as the proba-
bility distribution for the detector to have a momentum p and the propagator is
the probability of the momentum shift between the initial and final state of the
detector [97].
2.5.2 Quantum Quench-Work done and Dynamical Phase
Transitions
In the study of nonequilibrium dynamics of closed quantum systems one of the
most common nonequilibrium protocols implemented is known as a quantum quench [74,
76–78]. The protocol is as follows: the system is first initialized in the ground state
|0λ0〉 of a Hamiltonian H(λ0) which depends on the tunable global parameter λ0.
This global parameter is then instantaneously changed from λ0 → λτ and the
ground state is allowed to evolve under the new Hamiltonian H(λτ ).
The properties of this protocol have been studied in detail, such studies focussed
on: thermalization, the emergence of a generalized Gibbs ensemble in the long
time limit, statistics of the work done and universality, singularities in the return
probability etc. The remainder of this Section will recap some important results
and background relating to the work done and return amplitude resulting from
this protocol [75].
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Consider a closed quantum system with N degrees of freedom, such that the
internal energy of the system is extensive with N . On performing a quench the
work done (WN) is determined by the initial state (|0λ0〉) and the eigenvalues (Enλτ )
and eigenvectors (|ψnλτ 〉) of the final Hamiltonian H(λτ ). The work done can be
calculated from a two point measurement scheme, whereby we first measure the
energy of the initial state, then evolve the system under the quench dynamics
and measure the energy of the final state. Within this scheme the work done is a
stochastic variable with probability density
P (WN) =
∑
n≥0
|〈ψnλτ |0λ0〉|2δ(WN − (Enλτ − E0λ0)). (2.78)
The Laplace transform of this variable defines the generating function of the work
done, G(s) = 〈0λ0|e−s(H(λτ )−H(λ0))|0λ0〉, and in the large N limit this function takes
a large deviation form
G(s)  e−Nf(s), (2.79)
where the LD function is directly related to the return probability of the sys-
tem and singularities in this function may mark dynamical phase transitions
(DPTs) [64, 79, 81].
To establish this connection we consider the time evolved quenched state |ψ(t)〉 =
e−iH(λτ )t|0λ0〉; the return probability which defines the probability of the state
returning to the initial state after a time t is simply [73]
L(t) = |〈ψ(t)|0λ0〉|2 (2.80)
= |〈0λ0|e−iH(λτ )t|0λ0〉|2 = |G(it)|2.
In the large N limit L(t) also obeys a large deviation principle with a large devia-
tion function l(t) = 2Re(f(it)). This establishes the connection between the CGF
of the work done and the return probability. Analogous to thermodynamics l(t)
would play the role of a free energy and so singular features in this LD function
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mark a new type of nonequilibrium phase transitions known as dynamical phase
transitions (DPTs) [64, 79–81]. However, in contrast to both equilibrium statis-
tical physics and trajectory phase transitions where the transitions are driven by
either a thermodynamic or “counting field”, here it is the nonequilibrium temporal
evolution which drives the system across these new phase transitions. To see how
singular features can emerge in this LD function we consider the return amplitude
under the framework of the Lee-Yang (Fisher zeros) theory of equilibrium phase
transitions.
Formally the return amplitude is directly related to the boundary partition func-
tion
Z(L) = 〈ψa|e−LH |ψb〉. (2.81)
This quantity is simply the MGF of the work done but with different boundary
conditions. Taking identical boundaries |ψa,b〉 = |0λ0〉 and analytically continuing
the boundary length L to the complex plane, L→ β ∈ C, we readily see if β = it
the analytically continued boundary partition function is the return amplitude.
This partition function has Fisher zeros [101] which lie in the complex β plane,
these zeros may lie on the real time axis (equivalent to the imaginary L axis) when
the quenched state |ψ(t)〉 is orthogonal to the initial state. In the thermodynamic
limit these zeros coalesce and form a transition line which may intersect the real
time axis. This results in the emergence of nonanalyticities in the rate function
l(t) which are the so-called DPTs. Figure 2.3 shows the emergence of DPTs in the
1d transverse field Ising model (TFIM) [55] when quenched across its quantum
critical point [79].
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Figure 2.3: Studying the ground state of the TFIM under a quench in the transverse
field from λ0 = 0.4 → λτ . (a) We see the Fisher zeros for λτ = 0.8 do not
cross the real time axis. (b) Quenching across the critical point (λc = 1) the
zeros cross the real time axis leading to the singular points manifesting in
l(t) as shown in (c).
3. Dynamical Lee-Yang zeros
of the 1d Glauber-Ising Chain
The formalism of the previous Chapter highlights the generality of the thermo-
dynamic formalism and similarities between nonequilibrium stochastic problems
and equilibrium statistical mechanics. There is, however, a crucial difference be-
tween the latter two problems: to probe a phase transition in equilibrium sta-
tistical physics one simply has to tune an appropriate driving field. Within the
s-ensemble formalism the trajectory phase transition is driven by the “count-
ing field”, s, which is often not simply related to physically accessible parame-
ters [6, 7, 9, 10, 34, 35, 102, 103]. Furthermore these trajectory phase transitions
may only be observed in the long time limit, i. e. at times much larger than the
typical relaxation timescales of the problem, which are often beyond the reach of
experiment or simulation in practice.
Recently a potential solution [53] to the above problems was proposed based on
a generalization of the Lee-Yang theory of phase transitions to these dynamical
systems [51, 52, 104–106]. Specifically a formal connection between the zeros of
the MGF of the dynamical observable of interest with the short time behaviour
of its high order cumulants was established. In particular it was shown that one
can infer the value of the s-field where a trajectory phase transition occurs from
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the motion of these dynamical Lee-Yang zeros. This formalism was applied to
two kinetically constrained models of glass formers, the Frederickson-Andersen
model [107] and the hard East model [27], which both possess a first order phase
transition at s = 0 in the trajectories of the activity (e. g. the number of spin-flips
per unit time).
In this Chapter we begin by recapping the connection between these dynamical
Lee-Yang zeros and the high order cumulants [53, 100, 108, 109] of the desired
observable. We will then apply this method to another many-body stochastic
system which, unlike the previous models, possesses a continuum of 2nd order
trajectory phase transitions in the complex s plane. We focus on the example
of the 1d Glauber-Ising chain [110] and examine the high order cumulants of the
time-integrated energy [13, 83]. This model, along with the appropriate dynamical
observable, admits an analytic treatment and so we do not need to rely on numer-
ical simulation to extract the high order cumulants, as was the case for the KCM
study. This Chapter is organized as follows, in Sec. 3.1 we describe the Lee-Yang
zero method reported in Ref. [53]. We then in Sec. 3.2 discuss the Glauber-
Ising chain and calculate the full time dependent MGF of the time-integrated
energy before examining the trajectory phase diagram of this system in Sec. 3.3.
In Sec. 3.4 we show how one may infer the full trajectory phase diagram using
the mode-resolved high order cumulants of the time-integrated energy. Finally in
Sec. 3.5 we present a full analysis without using the mode-resolved cumulants and,
at low temperatures, demonstrate that the dominant singularities associated with
the long wavelength modes may be extracted. However, at higher temperatures
other modes play a role in the fluctuation properties of the system and it becomes
difficult to extract the associated trajectory transition points [83].
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3.1 Lee-Yang Zeros Method
Close to a trajectory transition point (sc) the MGF is dominated by two large
nearly degenerate eigenvalues of the deformed Master operator, λ0(s) and λ1(s).
When s ' sc the MGF in Eq. (2.37), of a dynamical observable Bt, may be
approximated by these two largest eigenvalues
Z(s, t) ' c0(s)e−λ0(s)t + c1(s)e−λ1(s)t, (3.1)
where the initial conditions of the system are stored in the coefficients c0(s) and
c1(s). This approximation is valid close to equilibrium where the contributions
from all the other eigenvalues are small and can be neglected. Within this approx-
imation we find that the zeros of the MGF are given by
λ0(s) = λ1(s) +
log[c0(s)/c1(s)] + i(2j + 1)pi
t
, (3.2)
where j is an integer. In the long time limit, t → ∞, this equation reduces
to λ0(s) = λ1(s) thus showing that the zeros of the MGF will converge to the
trajectory transition point s = sc. The task now is to extract the motion of
these zeros directly from the high order cumulants of the dynamical observable
of interest. To reveal the connection between these two we express the MGF in
terms of Lee-Yang zeros using the Hadamard factorization theorem,
Z(s, t) = ea(t)s
∏
j
sj(t)− s
sj(t)
. (3.3)
Here sj(t) is the jth zero of the MGF at a time t and a(t) is a real function which
is independent of the trajectory bias s. Furthermore as the MGF is a real function
of real s these Lee-Yang zeros must appear as complex conjugate pairs at all times.
Using this factorization we readily find the time dependent CGF
Θ(s, t) = a(t)s+
∑
j
{log[sj(t)− s]− log[sj(t)]}, (3.4)
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differentiating this function with respect to −s we see the cumulants of our ob-
servable Bt (as defined in Eq. (2.33)) are given by
〈〈Bnt 〉〉 = a(t)δn,1 + (−1)(n−1)(n− 1)!
∑
j
e−inarg[sj(t)]
|sj(t)|n . (3.5)
Here we use the polar coordinate notation sj(t) = |sj(t)|eiarg[sj(t)]. In accordance
with Darboux’s theorem [111, 112] the zeros of the MGF correspond to logarithmic
singularities in the CGF which, in turn, determine the high order derivatives (i. e.
the cumulants) of the CGF. For large n the summation in Eq. (3.5) is dominated
by the leading Lee-Yang zero pair closest to the origin. Denoting this pair s0(t)
and s∗0(t), we may approximate the sum in Eq. (3.5) as [53, 100, 108, 109, 112, 113]
〈〈Bnt 〉〉 ≈ (−1)(n−1)(n− 1)!
2 cos[nargs0(t)]
|s0(t)|n . (3.6)
From this we see that the cumulants grow factorially with the cumulant order n and
oscillate as function of any parameter which changes the polar angle of the leading
Lee-Yang zeros. This behaviour has been observed experimentally in the high
order cumulants of the charge transferred through a quantum dot [100, 114, 115].
Furthermore we may invert the relationship and determine the position of the
leading Lee-Yang zeros directly from the cumulants via the matrix equation [53,
108, 109, 116]  1 −κ(+)nn
1 −κ
(+)
n+1
n+1
 ·
 −(s0 + s∗0)
|s0|2
 =
 (n− 1)κ(−)n
nκ
(−)
n+1
 , (3.7)
where given the ratio of consecutive cumulants, κ
(±)
n (t) ≡ 〈〈Bn±1t 〉〉/〈〈Bnt 〉〉, one may
readily solve for the zeros. Thus by measuring the finite time cumulants of the
unbiased s = 0 dynamics, either through experiment or simulation, one may infer
the location of the leading Lee-Yang zero pair as they move towards the location
of a trajectory phase transition with increasing time [53, 83]. We will apply this
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approach to a model which has a whole curve of trajectory phase transitions, the
1d Glauber-Ising chain.
3.2 Glauber-Ising Chain
The 1d Glauber-Ising chain consists of N classical spins, where the spin at site
i is Si = ±1, subject to periodic boundary conditions and whose total energy is
given by
E = −J
2
∑
i
SiSi+1. (3.8)
This interaction is ferromagnetic when J > 0 and the sum is taken over all sites in
the periodic chain. The system evolves under Glauber stochastic dynamics where
the rate for flipping the spin at site i is given by
Γi =
Γ
1 + eβ∆Ei
, (3.9)
where β is simply the inverse temperature and ∆Ei = JSi(Si−1 + Si+1) is the
energy cost to flip the spin. The overall spin flip rate, that is the spin flip rate
at β = −∞, is set by Γ. This stochastic dynamics obeys detailed balance and in
the long time limit converges to a stationary state described by the Boltzmann
distribution. While this equilibrium distribution is quite simple, the dynamical
relaxation to this stationary regime is complex and may show very rich behaviour.
In our investigation we focus on a type B dynamical observable the time-integrated
energy, which is simply related to the time dependent energy function E(t) by
Et =
∫ t
dt′E(t′). (3.10)
To examine the dynamical fluctuations of Et we evaluate its time dependent MGF.
To do this we proceed along the analytic route described in Ref. [13] and introduce
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the domain wall variables
ni =
1
2
(1− SiSi+1), (3.11)
these variables correspond to the number of domain walls (ni = 0, 1) between the
sites i and i+ 1. Using these variables the energy function simplifies to
E = J
∑
i
(ni − 1/2). (3.12)
Furthermore we may express the Master operator W describing the stochastic
Glauber dynamics of this system in terms of Pauli spin matrices by defining
σzi = 2(ni − 1/2), (3.13)
together with the usual spin raising (σ+i ) and lowering operators (σ
−
i ). Within
this spin representation the presence of a domain wall corresponds to a spin-up
state and the absence of a wall corresponds to a spin-down state. Moreover this
representation is useful as the energy function is now E = J
2
∑
i σ
z
i and the energy
cost to flip a spin also has a simple functional form ∆Ei = −J(σzi + σzi−1). The
generator for the stochastic time evolution may then be expressed in terms of spin
operators [13, 117]:
W=
Γ
2
∑
i
(
2σ+i σ
−
i+1+γσ
−
i σ
−
i+1+λσ
+
i σ
+
i+1+(λ−1)σzi −1
)
, (3.14)
where we’ve introduced the parameters γ = 2/(1 + e−2Jβ) and λ = 2 − γ. From
Eq. (2.35) the biased dynamics of the time-integrated energy are then generated
by Ws = W− sJ2
∑
i σ
z
i .
We also note that the LD statistics for the anti-ferromagnetic Glauber-Ising chain
(J ↔ −J) may be obtained by simultaneously changing the sign of s and β.
The cumulants of the time integrated energy are measured in units of energy and
time, that is J and Γ−1, and for the remainder of this Chapter we set J = 1 and
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Γ−1 = 1. Furthermore, as the dynamical observable of interest is time-reversal
symmetric (see Appendix A) the deformed Master operator may be symmetrized
using a similarity transform to obtain the non-Hermitian matrix
Hs = eβE/2Wse−βE/2, (3.15)
where E is the diagonal energy operator. This matrix Hs is non-Hermitian as
we explicitly consider complex s biases, and it takes the form of a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian for a quantum spin chain
Hs =
1
2
∑
i
(1 +√γλ
2
σxi σ
x
i+1 +
1−√γλ
2
σyi σ
y
i+1
+ (λ− 1− s)σzi − 1
)
,
(3.16)
where s plays the role of a complex transverse magnetic field. One limit of par-
ticular interest is when β = 0, that is γ = λ = 1, and we take s to be real. In
this limit the generator of the biased dynamics maps directly onto the Hamilto-
nian of the 1d transverse field quantum Ising model. To evaluate the MGF and
CGF for all values of β, we focus on the case where s is real and then in the
long time and large system size limit we analytically continue our answer into the
complex s plane. The Hamiltonian Hs may be diagonalized via a Jordan-Wigner
transformation followed by a Bogoliubov rotation (see Appendix B) yielding
Hs = −
∑
k
[k(s)(c
†
kck − 1/2) + 1/2], (3.17)
where c†k and ck are fermionic creation and annihilation operators. The dispersion
is given by k(s) =
√
(s− λ+ 1− cos k)2 + γλ sin2 k and, restricting N to be even,
the wavevectors take values
k =
pin
N
, n = −N + 1,−N + 3, . . . , N − 1. (3.18)
Taking the initial state of the system to be the equilibrium distribution under the
similarity transformation this becomes the ground state |0〉 of the s = 0 quantum
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spin Hamiltonian and the MGF becomes
Z(s, t) = 〈0|etHs|0〉. (3.19)
This quantity is directly related to the boundary partition function of the system
with identical boundaries, a Hamiltonian −Hs and a boundary of length t. Ana-
lytically continuing t→ it we see it is also directly related to the return amplitude
of the system under a quantum quench. The dynamical Lee-Yang zeros of this
associated boundary system coalesce in the long time and large system size lim-
its to form trajectory phase transitions while the Fisher zeros result in DPTs as
described in Sec. 2.5.2. Using the diagonalized form of Hs we readily obtain
Z(s, t) =
∏
k>0
et(k(s)−1) cos2 αsk(1 + tan
2 αske
−2tk(s))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Zk(s,t)
, (3.20)
where the angles αsk are related to the difference in Bogoliubov angles required
to diagonalize Hs and Hs=0 (see Appendix B). Note that in deriving the above
expression we have also used the fact that k(s) = −k(s) and Zk = Z−k.
From this we see that the CGF takes the form
Θ(s, t) =
∑
k>0
logZk(s, t) =
∑
k>0
Θk(s, t), (3.21)
where it is clear from the above expression that each k mode contributes indepen-
dently to the cumulants of the time-integrated energy with a corresponding term
Θk(s, t) contributing to the total CGF. Equations (3.20) and (3.21) are the main
results of this Section as they will allow us to probe the time dependence of the
fluctuations of the time-integrated energy. A final note is that in the limit of long
times and large system sizes the MGF takes an LD form Z(s, t) ≈ etNθ(s), where
the dynamical free energy is given by
θ(s) =
∫ pi
0
dk
2pi
[k(s)− 1]. (3.22)
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The analytic structure of θ(s) allows us to determine the full trajectory phase
diagram [13, 83]. For all finite N and t the Hadamard factorization of the MGF
will hold as the possible values that E(t) may take are bounded from above and
below. However even in the thermodynamic limit, where this factorization does not
hold, using appropriately scaled cumulants the method to extract the leading zeros
is still expected to work. Although trying to access the k-resolved cumulants, as
described by Θk(s, t), may be difficult in practice as the mode occupation numbers
become dense on the interval [0, pi] in this limit.
3.3 Trajectory Phase Diagram
Having obtained the LD function θ(s) we are now ready to examine the full tra-
jectory phase diagram of the 1d Glauber-Ising chain. To simplify the analysis it
is better to consider the finite N LD function and split it up into its constituent
k mode contributions, θ(s) =
∑
k>0 k(s)− 1 = 12
∑
k θk(s). Taking s to be real to
begin with, the dynamical free energies of each k mode θk(s) are singular with a
square-root branch cut when k(s) = 0. The solutions to the equations k(s) = 0
give a series of 2nd order continuous trajectory phase transition points sc. Re-
quiring a real bias s the only k modes with a solution are k = 0, pi and
s±c (β) = λ− 1± 1. (3.23)
When |s| < |sc| the trajectories are paramagnetically ordered, and so these sin-
gularities from the k = 0 and k = pi modes separate the paramagnetically or-
dered regime from the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic trajectories respec-
tively. These phase transitions form a continuous curve in the β-s plane as shown
in Fig. 3.1. Promoting s to a full complex field we find that every k mode contribu-
tion θk(s) is singular with a square-root branch cut for some complex sc. Solving
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Figure 3.1: (a) The trajectory phase diagram projected onto the plane of β and the real
part of the counting field Re[s]. Trajectory phases are separated by a surface
of transition points in the β-s plane. In the Im[s] = 0 plane the paramag-
netically ordered trajectories are separated from the (anti-)ferromagnetically
ordered trajectories by two transition lines (solid red lines above) emerging
from the k = 0, pi modes. When β > 0 and s = Re[s] + iIm[s] > 0 the
trajectories are either paramagnetic (labelled PM above) or ferromagnetic
(labelled FM above) in nature; the complex transition points separate these
two. In contrast when β < 0 and s < 0 the trajectories are either paramag-
netic in nature or anti-ferromagnetically ordered (labelled AFM above). (b)
At fixed β the trajectory transition lines form closed curves in the complex
s plane, these curves approach the unit circle as β → 0.
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k(s) = 0 we find the transition point sc as a function of k and β:
sc(k, β) = λ− 1 + cos k + i
√
γλ sin k. (3.24)
In the thermodynamic limit the wavevector k becomes continuous over the interval
[−pi, pi] and so for fixed β the transition points form a closed curve in the complex
s plane. When β > 0 this curve is elliptical, as γλ 6= 1, however upon increasing
the temperature the curves approach the unit circle, see Fig. 3.1. At infinite
temperature the curve is in fact the unit circle as γ = λ = 1, this is in accordance
with the Lee-Yang theory of the associated 1d transverse field quantum Ising
model [55].
3.4 Mode-Resolved Cumulants
With the description of the trajectory phase diagram completed, we now apply
the method described in Sec. 3.1 to detect signatures of the trajectory phase tran-
sitions found in the previous Section. We begin by considering the contributions
to cumulants from each individual k at finite times, see Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21).
We refer to these contributions as the k-resolved cumulants which are defined as
〈〈Ent 〉〉k = (−1)n∂ns Θk(s, t)|s→0. (3.25)
From this we extract the k-resolved cumulants, Fig. 3.2 shows the resolved cumu-
lants of order n = 6, 7, 8, 9 as a function of time with a fixed k = pi/4. The scale
in Fig. 3.2 is logarithmic, this implies the cumulants crossing zero corresponds to
a downward spike. We then use Eq. (3.7) to extract the leading Lee-Yang zeros
from the finite time cumulants and track their motion in the complex counting
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field plane as a function of time. The motion of these zeros (the open circles)
along with the full curve of transition points and the relevant transition points
associated with the particular k = pi/4 mode (red spots) are shown in Fig. 3.3.
It is clear that as time increases the leading Lee-Yang zeros approach the related
trajectory transition point. This allows one to deduce the location of the trajec-
tory transition points in the complex s plane from these finite time k-resolved
cumulants, which are obtained from the physical s = 0 system dynamics.
Figure 3.2: The mode-resolved cumulants (full lines) for orders n = 6, 7, 8, 9 are plot-
ted together with the approximation (dashed lines) based on the extracted
leading pair of Lee-Yang zeros for β = 0.5. The agreement at short times is
apparent and going to longer times it becomes clear that the approximation
fails.
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Checking for self-consistency we use the extracted zeros to reconstruct the k-
resolved cumulants using the approximation in Eq. (3.6). The results from this
approximation (dashed lines) together with the exact curves are shown in Fig. 3.2.
At short times the approximation holds very well but at longer times the agreement
decreases. This reduction in agreement is due to higher order Lee-Yang zeros
beginning to move towards the transitions points and so may not be neglected.
This is also reflected in the deviation in the convergence of the leading zeros from
the transition points, however the approximation may be improved by considering
higher order cumulants. The eventual breakdown of this approximation at longer
times is not shown here but it should be clear from Fig. 3.2 that the position of
the trajectory transition points can be extracted before this occurs.
3.5 Full Analysis
In this Section we consider the full cumulants extracted from Θ(s, t) which are
simply the sum of the k-resolved contributions,
〈〈Ent 〉〉 =
∑
k
〈〈Ent 〉〉k. (3.26)
The approximation in Eq. (3.6) only includes the leading Lee-Yang pair of zeros.
This pair converges to at most two distinct points in the complex s plane, thus
we cannot extract the full form of the transition line which is in contrast to using
the k-resolved cumulants. All is not lost however, as in certain instances there are
a few transition points close to s = 0 which dominate the dynamical fluctuations
of the time-integrated energy. At infinite temperature, β = 0, all of the transition
points lie on the unit circle and are equidistant from the origin. Lowering the
temperature the trajectory transition line forms a shifted ellipse, where a few
points on the ellipse are now close to s = 0 and so will dominate the dynamics
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Figure 3.3: The Lee-Yang zeros (open circles) extracted from the high order cumulants
moves towards the trajectory transition points (filled circles) on the closed
curves, here β = 0.5 and the transition points are associated with the k =
pi/4 mode.
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of the system and hence the cumulants of the time-integrated energy. From this
we expect our method to remain applicable in the low temperature regime where
only a few transition points are relevant to the dynamics. Furthermore this low
temperature regime is interesting as thermal fluctuations are suppressed and the
temporal evolution of the high order cumulants is determined solely by the intrinsic
properties of the model. Conversely at higher temperatures the method is expected
to not be successful in locating the transition points.
The dynamical Lee-Yang zeros extracted from Eq. (3.7) in both the low and high
temperature regimes are shown in Fig. 3.4. In the low temperature regime the
leading Lee-Yang pair move towards the transition points closest to the origin
with increasing time. These singularities closest to s = 0 are associated to the
low k mode contributions to the high order cumulants, which are the dominant
contributors at these low temperatures. In the high temperature (β = 0) regime
the picture changes drastically, now all k modes contribute significantly to the
high order cumulants and so all the singularities are important. One may still
attempt to extract numerical values for the leading Lee-Yang pair using Eq. (3.7)
but the approximation in Eq. (3.6) is no longer valid. We thus expect many zeros
to contribute meaningfully to the cumulants and hence the extracted zeros should
be meaningless, this is confirmed by their lack of convergence to any transition
point as shown in Fig. 3.4.
Having examined the trajectory phases of a classical stochastic system using a
dynamical Lee-Yang framework, we will now examine a series of open quantum
systems. More specifically, in the subsequent Chapter we will extend the thermo-
dynamic approach to quantum jump trajectories to diffusive quadrature trajecto-
ries and examine what new dynamical information these ensembles of quadrature
trajectories encode.
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Figure 3.4: The extracted dynamical Lee-Yang zeros (open circles), from the cumulants
of order n = 6, 7, 8, 9, for a spin chain with N = 20 spins. (a) The high
order cumulants of the time-integrated energy are dominated at low tem-
peratures (β = 1.5) by transition points close to s = 0 associated with
the long-wavelength modes. The extracted Lee-Yang zeros move towards
these dominant transition points as time increases. (b) In the high tem-
perature limit (β = 0) all modes contribute equally towards the dynamical
fluctuations and so all the transition points are equidistant from the origin.
Therefore the extracted zeros do not move towards any singularity in this
regime.
4. Open Quantum Systems and
Quadrature Trajectories
The extension of trajectory thermodynamics (or s-ensemble) of classical stochas-
tic systems to open quantum systems described by a Lindblad Master equation is
relatively straightforward, see Sec. 2.4.2. However in the case of an open quantum
system the trajectories are defined not as system configurational changes but con-
tinuous time-records of some property of the quanta emitted by the system [29, 40].
The most natural dynamical observable to characterize such trajectories is simply
the total number of emissions, K, up to a time t. The statistics of this observable
obeys a LD principle and in short one may invoke a thermodynamic formalism
as described in Sec. 2.4.2. This Chapter focusses on extending this thermody-
namic approach to other dynamical order parameters in open quantum systems.
Taking motivation from experiments using homodyne detection schemes we will
focus on the trajectories of the quadratures of light emitted from dissipative sys-
tems [54]. We study this new order parameter in a simple driven 3-level system
and two coupled 2-level systems before examining a many-body system, the micro-
maser [30, 88, 118, 119]. These examples highlight how one can uncover different
trajectory phases not only from the statistics of photon emissions but also the
quadratures of the light, and in some instances uncover trajectory phases not cap-
tured by the photon activity. To further compare and contrast this new type of
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order parameter with the activity (〈K〉s′/t) we also ask what is the typical be-
haviour of one order parameter in biased ensembles of trajectories of the other.
This problem could be of interest with regards to simulations of the trajectory
biased dynamics of such dissipative open quantum systems.
4.1 Extended trajectory ensembles
4.1.1 The s-ensemble for quadrature trajectories
Trajectory phases of open quantum systems were previously [29] characterized by
their photon activity, ks′ = −θ′K(s′), and dynamic susceptibility, χs′ = θ′′K(s′).
To evaluate these quantities the deformed Master operator Ws′ , see Eq. (2.60),
must be diagonalized and the largest real eigenvalue is the associated dynamical
free energy θK(s
′). We now consider characterizing the trajectory phases of the
system in terms of the X and Y quadratures of the light emitted into the bath.
These are defined as (b+ b†)/2 and −i(b− b†)/2 respectively, where we recall b (b†)
are the lowering (raising) operators of the bath. Correspondingly the dynamical
order parameters used to distinguish the different quadrature trajectory phases
are xs = 〈X〉s/t and ys = 〈Y 〉s/t, which we both generically refer to as quadrature
activities. These quadrature operators define axes of an optical phase space and
so further insight may be obtained by considering a generalized quadrature
Xα = cosα X + sinα Y, (4.1)
where the angle α is with respect to the X quadrature axis in phase space, see
Fig. 4.1. For these quadratures we consider scaled marginal distributions P (Xα) '
e−φ(x
α), where φ(xα) is the “entropy density” of these quadrature trajectories which
can be extracted via the Legendre transform of the associated dynamical “free
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Figure 4.1: The axes of an optical phase space are defined by the X and Y quadratures.
The generic quadrature Xα is then simply a rotation of the X quadrature
axis.
energy” θXα(s).
The deformed Master operator Ws associated with the quadratures Xα may be
determined by recognizing that its stochastic Ito¯ increment is given by
dXα(t) =
1
2
(e−iαdB(t) + eiαdB†(t)), (4.2)
where dB(t)and dB†(t) are the usual bath increments. The s-biased operator Ws
determines the evolution of the s-biased reduced density operator ρs(t) which is
given by
ρs(t) = TrB(exp(−s
∫ t
dXα(t′))ρ(t)) = TrB(Vt[s]ρ(t)), (4.3)
where the trace is over the bath degrees of freedom. To perform this trace we
consider the increment of this s-biased density matrix
d[ρs] = TrB{d[Vt[s]]ρ+ Vt[s]d[ρ] + d[Vt[s]]d[ρ]}, (4.4)
the first two terms appear in standard calculus while the final term appears due
to the stochastic nature of the increments.
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Using the Ito¯ calculus set out in Eq. (2.50) we expand the characteristic operator
Vt[s] to first order in dt and find
d[Vt[s]] = Vt[s](
s2
8
dt− sdXα). (4.5)
Recalling the increment of the stochastic density operator [40], see Eq. (2.51), we
may now evaluate the increment d[ρs] to lowest order in dt: term by term the RHS
of Eq. (4.4) is
TrB(d[Vt[s]]ρ) =
s2
8
ρsdt,
TrB(Vt[s]d[ρ]) = W(ρs)dt, (4.6)
TrB(d[Vt[s]]d[ρ]) = −
∑
i
√
γis
2
(e−iαLiρs + eiαρsL
†
i )dt.
Here {Li} are the Lindblad operators of the dissipative system, γi is the associated
decay rate of channel i and the operator W generates the regular Lindbladian evo-
lution with these jump operators. Combining all of these we find the generalized
master equation
ρ˙s(t) = Ws(ρs)
= −i[H, ρs] +
∑
i
γiLiρsL
†
i −
γi
2
{L†iLi, ρs}
−
∑
i
√
γis
2
(e−iαLiρs + eiαρsL
†
i ) +
s2
8
ρs, (4.7)
where H is the system self Hamiltonian. The MGF of the quadratures is simply
Z(s, t) = Trsys(ρs(t)) and in the long time limit this assumes an LD form with a
dynamical free energy θXα(s), which corresponds to the largest real eigenvalue of
Ws.
To distinguish between the thermodynamics of quadrature and jump trajectories
we will always consider the jump trajectories to be biased by a field s′ and the
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quadratures by a field s. Finally we note that throughout this Chapter we will
denote the quadrature activity xαs (the absence of the subscript s implies the
activity of interest is evaluated at s = 0, i. e. x ≡ xs=0) and the corresponding
quadrature susceptibility χX
α
s . This concludes the introduction of the s-ensemble
of quadrature trajectories; before presenting our results for various models we
discuss the concept of doubly biased trajectory ensembles.
4.1.2 Doubly Biased Ensembles
Thus far we have provided the theoretical formalism for a thermodynamic ap-
proach to diffusive quadrature trajectories. In this Section we introduce the ab-
stract concept of doubly biased ensembles where we ask about the properties of
the trajectories of an already biased system. For example consider the following
question, what are the properties of the quadrature trajectories for a system biased
such that it emits more/less than the typical number of quanta? To answer this
we first bias the system with the field s′, conjugate to the total number of emit-
ted photons K, and ask what form the generating function for the quadratures
takes in this biased system [54]. To this end we introduce a doubly biased density
operator ρss′ which incorporates information
1 on the statistics of both trajectory
ensembles,
ρss′ = TrB(V˜t[
s′
2
]Vt[s]V˜t[
s′
2
]ρ(t)). (4.8)
The ordering of the characteristic operators for the quantum jumps (V˜t[s
′]) and
quadratures (Vt[s]) is important due to the noncommutability of the two observ-
ables. Considering the stochastic increment of ρss′ one may formally trace out the
bath using the appropriate Ito¯ calculus to readily find this doubly biased master
1Specifically derivatives of the trace of ρss′ with respect to −s evaluated at s = 0 give the
quadrature statistics of a system biased by s′.
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density matrix obeys a new generalized Master equation
ρ˙ss′(t) = W(ρss′) + (e−s
′ − 1)
∑
i
γiLiρss′L
†
i +
s2
8
ρss′
− se
−s′/2
2
∑
i
√
γi(e
−iαLiρss′ + eiαρss′L
†
i ). (4.9)
Taking the limits s, s′ → 0 we obtain the regular trace-preserving Lindbladian
evolution. This equation may once again be written in matrix form with a su-
peroperator Wss′ which possesses a largest real eigenvalue θK,Xα(s, s′), this LD
function encapsulates the long time quadrature trajectory statistics of this biased
system. Moreover we note that in the limit of s → 0 we obtain the dynamical
free energy associated with the quantum jump trajectories θK(s
′) [29, 84]. With
this new CGF the natural quantity to examine is the typical quadrature activ-
ity/susceptibility in this jump biased ensemble and so we examine derivatives of
θK,Xα(s, s
′) w. r. t. s evaluated in the limit s→ 0.
Similarly we can probe the statistics of the quantum jump trajectories in a quadra-
ture biased system by changing the ordering of the characteristic operators and
defining a new doubly biased density matrix
ρs′s(t) = TrB(Vt[
s
2
]V˜t[s
′]Vt[
s
2
]ρ(t)). (4.10)
This new biased density operator obeys the generalized Master equation
ρ˙s′s(t) = W(ρs′s) + (e−s
′ − 1)
∑
i
γiLiρs′sL
†
i +
s2
8
ρs′s
− s(e
−s′ + 1)
4
∑
i
√
γi(e
−iαLiρs′s + eiαρs′sL
†
i ). (4.11)
Solving for the LD function θXα,K(s
′, s) the typical value for the photon activity
ks′=0 for different quadrature biases s may be extracted via differentiation. In the
coming Sections we exemplify the formalism introduced in this Section using a
few simple quantum optical systems and the micromaser.
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4.2 Simple Open Optical Systems
4.2.1 Driven Three-Level System
The first example we consider is a dissipative 3-level system which is driven by two
resonant lasers between |0〉 and the excited states |1〉 and |2〉 with Rabi frequencies
Ω1 and Ω2 respectively. Along with this there is a single decay channel |1〉 → |0〉
with an associated decay rate κ as depicted in Fig. 4.2(a). This decay transition
results in the emission of photons and is considered the active or light line transi-
tion while the state |2〉 is an inactive level. When Ω1  Ω2 the photon emission
trajectories are intermittent [29, 39, 120] displaying both “bright” and “dark” pe-
riods, this is due to the system spending significant periods of time in the state |2〉
before the active state becoming populated again resulting in emission. This inter-
mittency was previously shown [29] to manifest itself as a dynamical crossover in
jump activity ks′ at s
′ = 0. In the s′ < 0 regime the system is highly active and the
dynamics are dominated by the levels |1〉 and |0〉, tuning s′ through 0 the system
crossovers over to an inactive regime s′ > 0 where the dynamics are dominated
by very long periods where the dark |2〉 state is occupied. Having understood
the dynamics of this system in terms of quantum jumps we now characterize it
in terms of its quadrature statistics before examining the doubly biased statistics
and its phase space portraits of the marginal distributions of the quadratures.
Considering the quadrature trajectories, the generalized Master operator Ws is of
the form given in Eq. (4.7) with a single set of Lindblad operators L and L† and
one decay rate κ, due to the null decay rate between |2〉 and |0〉. In this system
these Lindblads have a simple form L = |0〉〈1| and the Hamiltonian for this system
is simply
H =
2∑
i=1
Ωi(ci + c
†
i ), (4.12)
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Figure 4.2: (a) Schematic of 3-level system coupled to a vacuum driven by two resonant
lasers with Rabi frequencies Ω1 and Ω2. (b) The X quadrature statistics are
symmetric about s = 0 and in the limit |s|  1 the LD function is simply
that of a driven 2-level system. In contrast the Y quadrature activity has a
rounded step at s = 0 marked by a peak in the dynamical susceptibility. (c)
Phase space portraits of the 3-level system at different photon biases s′; the
axes are labelled x and y which denote the X and Y quadrature activities
at s = 0. Making the system more photon active the plot moves away from
the origin in the negative y direction while making it more inactive the plot
becomes centred about the origin.
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where ci (c
†
i ) is the lowering (raising) operator |0〉〈i| (|i〉〈0|). The dynamical free
energy θXα(s) for each α is obtained via exact diagonalization of Ws, and in this
Section we focus on the special case of κ = 4Ω1, Ω2 = Ω1/10 and we fix Ω1 = 1.
We begin by examining the biased ensembles of trajectories associated with the
X quadrature statistics. We find that θX(s) is symmetric in s and exhibits no
“sharp” crossovers which would be indicative that the system is intermittent, this
is shown in Fig. 4.2(b). On the other hand, the Y quadrature activity ys does
exhibit a crossover along with a corresponding peak in its susceptibility χYs at
s = 0, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b).
Previously the crossover in ks′ , studied in Ref. [29], attributed the crossover to a
change in the effective behaviour of the system. For s′ < 0 the system, it was
argued, behaved as if it were a 2-level system comprised only of the levels |0〉
and |1〉. While the inactive phase (s′ > 0) was due to the dark state |2〉 being
occupied for long periods of time such that photon emission could not occur. In
this instance we propose that the crossover in ys is due to the same change in
dynamics associated with the crossover in photon emission k′s. To support this
claim we examine consider the typical quadrature statistics within ensembles of
jump biased trajectories and construct phase space portraits of the system for
various s′ biases. These portraits are plots of e−φ(x
α) ∀α in the optical phase space
obtained by solving the doubly biased Master equation (4.9) and applying the
appropriate Legendre transformation.
We first examine the phase space portraits in the photon-inactive regime, s′ = 5,
here the portrait is centred close on the origin and appears almost like a vacuum
suggesting |2〉 is occupied for large periods of time, see Fig. 4.2(c). Although it
must be noted it is not a true vacuum as both the photon activity and ys are
small but nonzero. Tuning s′ to the photon-active phase s′ = −5, the phase space
portrait changes dramatically and in fact it is very similar to the portraits of a 2-
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Figure 4.3: (a) Plots of the typical photon activity in biased quadrature trajectory en-
sembles. Biasing the X quadrature the photon activity grows irrespective of
the sign s. However the photon activity exhibits a crossover from an active
to an inactive phase at s = 0 when we consider biasing the Y quadrature.
Furthermore the system is more photon active when we bias the system
towards negative Y quadrature activity. (b) Similarly the typical Y quadra-
ture activity exhibits a crossover at s′ = 0 as we bias the photon activity
of our system. Again the sign of y is indicative of the magnitude of k.
(c) Contour plots of marginal distributions of the typical trajectories of a
driven 2-level system plus a shifted photon inactive (s′ = +5 and shifted
by 0.1 along the y direction). This plot is very similar to the portrait of
the unbiased 3-level dynamics shown in (d), highlighting that the physical
dynamics can be considered as being composed of an active 2-level plus an
inactive 2-level system.
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level systems also biased to the photon active regime s′ = −5, see Refs. [29] and [54]
for details. Finally considering the unbiased s′ = 0 phase space portrait we find it
appears to be some combination of the 2-level phase space portrait and the s′ = 5
portrait of the 3-level system. This is illustrated more clearly in Fig. 4.3(c,d)
where we present contour plots of a 2-level system’s phase space portrait at s′ = 0
with a shifted 3-level s′ = 5 portrait and find it closely resembles the 3-level
system’s portrait at s′ = 0. Thus demonstrating that the physical dynamics of
the 3-level system effectively consists of an active 2-level system plus an inactive
2-level system (where the dynamics are dominated by long period where |2〉 is
occupied) plus some “mixing” between the two.
With this qualitative examination complete, we now need to determine whether
or not the crossover in ks′ is the reason for the crossover in ys and so we examine
the typical jump statistics in the biased quadrature ensembles and vice-versa. To
extract the LD functions θXα,K(s
′, s) and θK,Xα(s, s′) we diagonalize the Master
operators given by Eqs. (4.9) and (4.11) respectively. Extracting ks′=0 for both X
and Y quadrature biases s we find the typical activity k shows no sharp features
as bias the X quadrature, irrespective of the sign of s. However if we bias the
Y quadrature, the activity k exhibits a crossover at s = 0 with a corresponding
peak in its susceptibility χs. Furthermore when s < 0 the system becomes photon
inactive while for s > 0 is a photon active state, that is to say more positive ys
leads to smaller than average k while the more negative ys is the more photon
active the system. This is shown in Fig. 4.3(a) and supports the assertion that
the activities ys and ks′ may be used as equivalent order parameters in this system.
For completeness we examine ys=0 for various s
′ biases, this is plotted in Fig. 4.3(b).
Surprisingly the typical s = 0 quadrature activity in these biased ensembles ex-
hibits the same correlation as that of k under a Y quadrature bias. This is surpris-
ing as the Y quadrature trajectories do not have an inactive regime but biasing
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the photon trajectories to be inactive we find the typical y activity becomes very
small in magnitude. Correspondingly when s′ < 0 and the system is highly jump
active ys=0 is very negative, confirming that both ks′ and ys may be used as equiv-
alent dynamical order parameters in this system. This connection has been found
to hold in other systems such as the 2-level system and may be a trait present in
many other dissipative optical systems. In conclusion, we note that the encoding
of equivalent dynamical information in both the quadrature and jump activities
is surprising, both due to their differing behaviour under biasing their trajectories
and the noncommuting nature of the operators involved.
4.2.2 Two Coupled Two-Level Systems
In this Section we extend our study to a pair of coupled two-level systems driven
by lasers of different polarization, this set up is depicted in Fig. 4.4(a). In the
previous Section we have shown that crossovers in the jump activity are mirrored
as crossovers in the quadrature activity, specifically ys, highlighting that in certain
systems these dynamical order parameters are equivalent. With these coupled
two-level systems we show that this equivalence is not always the case, and that
crossovers can occur in the quadrature activity without a corresponding crossover
in the photon activity. This shows that the quadrature activity can be considered a
dynamical order parameter in its own right and can capture dynamical information
not present the photon activity.
The two weakly coupled two-level systems evolve under Markovian dissipative
evolution with two jump operators: LI = cI and LII = cII , where these operators
are the lowering ladder operators of each two-level system, I and II, respectively,
see Fig. 4.4(a). Both two-level systems have identical Rabi frequencies (Ω) and
decay rates (κ), and throughout this Section we choose κ = 4Ω and fix Ω = 1.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Schematic diagram of two weakly coupled 2-level systems driven by res-
onant lasers of identical Rabi frequency Ω but of different polarization. (b)
The X quadrature activity exhibits a crossover at s = 0, this is due to the
different laser polarizations and is marked by a large peak in the suscepti-
bility at s = 0. (c) Phase space portraits of the two weakly coupled 2-level
systems at various X quadrature biases s′′. For s = −0.1,+0.1 the prob-
ability distributions are concentrated about x > 0 and x < 0 respectively,
whereas at s′′ = 0 they are even functions of x. This change in distribution
is indicative of the crossover in xs at s = 0.
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However the individual two-level systems are distinguished by the polarization of
the driving laser, subsystem I is driven by a σx−σy polarized laser and II is driven
by a σx + σy polarized laser. Combined with a weak coherent coupling between
each subsystems ground state the self-Hamiltonian of this combined system is
given by
H =Ω(cI + c
†
I − icI + ic†I + c†II + cII + icII − ic†II)
+ λ(|0〉〈2|+ |2〉〈0|). (4.13)
The coherent coupling is chosen to be weak, λ  Ω, and is fixed as λ = Ω/10 in
the presented results. Moreover the form of this coupling allows for the coherence
between the two-level subsystems to be preserved. The similarity between the two
subsystems in conjunction with the weak coupling results in preventing crossovers
in the jump activity occurring. However the different driving laser polarizations
can result in a transition in the space of quadrature trajectories.
Examining the Y quadrature, its statistics are featureless and do not capture the
difference in each subsystems self-Hamiltonian but the X quadrature trajectories
do display a crossover around s = 0 as shown in Fig. 4.4(b). This crossover sharp-
ens as λ → 0 and conversely becomes more diffuse as we increase the coupling.
Either side of the crossover there exists two distinct phases, for s < 0 the X ac-
tivity is positive due to emission of light of subsystem I. The second phase exists
when s > 0, in this phase the light is predominantly emitted from subsystem II
resulting in a negative X activity. The crossover at s = 0 is indicative that the
physical dynamics of the total system is a combination of these two phases. To
demonstrate that this is indeed the case we construct phase space portraits for
each dynamical regime.
To construct these portraits we wish to examine the marginal distributions e−φ(x
α)
for rare X quadrature trajectories. To this end, we consider the doubly biased
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ensemble where we first bias the X quadrature statistics with a field s′′ and then
measure the typical xα ∀α employing another generating function parameter s.
This double bias scheme is of the same form as Eq. (4.8) but rather than biasing
jumps and measuring quadratures, or vice-versa, we consider first biasing the X
quadrature and measuring quadratures. This scheme leads to a new generalized
Master equation
˙ρss′′(t) =W(ρss′′) + ρss′′
ss′′
4
cosα
− s
√
κ
2
∑
i
(e−iαciρss′′ + eiαρss′′c
†
i ) (4.14)
− s
′′√κ
2
∑
i
(ciρss′′ + ρss′′c
†
i ) +
s′′2
8
ρss′′ +
s2
8
ρss′′ , (4.15)
where the summation is over the two subsystems I and II. Biasing the system to
rare X quadrature trajectories with s′′ we then take derivatives of the associated
LD function w. r. t. s and evaluate these derivatives in the limit s→ 0 to extract
the typical quadrature activity in these biases ensembles ∀α. With the typical
activity and scaled CGF in hand we use the Legendre transformation to extract the
probability distributions e−φ(x
α). Considering quadrature biases of s′′ = −0.1, 0,
and 0.1 we find the typical behaviour, as described by the marginal distributions
at s = 0, is composed of two distinct dynamical phases, see Fig. 4.4(c).
In this system the crossover of emission from one subsystem to another is not
captured by the statistics of the quantum jump trajectories, highlighting that the
quadrature activities as dynamical order parameters are not just equivalent to
the jump activity and may in fact reveal extra trajectory phases which are not
distinguishable through photon counting.
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4.3 Micromaser
In this Section we consider a many-body system as a final example. The many-
body problem we study consists of a set of two-level atoms interacting with a
single resonant cavity mode which may leak photons into a surrounding thermal
environment, this set-up is the so-called micromaser [30, 88, 118, 119]. The single-
mode resonant cavity is pumped by the excited two-level atoms and we denote
the total number of these atoms divided by the cavity lifetime (τc) to be Nex.
For simplicity we set the cavity lifetime to be unity and fix Nex = 100 for the
remainder of this Section. Depending on the atom-cavity coupling and the pump
rate Nex the distribution of the steady-state cavity occupation can change from
being unimodal to bimodal [119]. With fixed Nex increasing the coupling strength
between the cavity mode and atoms we can reach many points in parameter space
where the steady-state cavity occupation exhibits a bistability. At these bistable
points a small increase in the coupling between the cavity and the atoms results
in a crossover in the occupation number of the cavity, i. e. the occupation number
changes dramatically in a discontinuous fashion. Previously it was shown that
this bistability manifests itself as a bistability in the space of quantum jump tra-
jectories [30] and using the number of atoms which exit the cavity in the ground
state as a dynamical order parameter a rich trajectory phase diagram was con-
structed. In this Section we will study the statistics of the quadratures of light
leaked into the thermal environment with two approaches. Firstly we will “ex-
tract” the associated LD function using a mean-field treatment before using exact
diagonalization to determine the full LD function and produce phase diagrams for
the system along with examining the doubly biased trajectory properties of the
model.
After tracing out the bath and atom degrees of freedom the dynamics of the cavity
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is purely Lindbladian in nature and so the cavity dynamics contain no coherent
evolution terms, i. e. H = 0 in Eq. (2.53). There are four pairs of Lindblad
operators, two associated with the atom-cavity interaction
√
γ1L1 =
√
Nexa
† sin(φ
√
aa†)√
aa†
,
√
γ2L2 =
√
Nex cos(φ
√
aa†), (4.16)
and another pair result from the cavity-bath environment,
√
γ3L3 =
√
ν + 1a,
√
γ4L4 =
√
νa†. (4.17)
In the above equations the atom-cavity interaction is encoded in the accumulated
Rabi frequency φ, a (a†) is the cavity lowering (raising operator) and ν is the
thermal occupation number of the bath. For simplicity we work with a zero
temperature bath ν = 0 and find the generalized Master equation describing the
quadrature cumulants is given by
ρ˙s = Ws(ρs)
= W(ρs)− s
2
(e−iαL3ρs + eiαρsL
†
3) +
s2
8
ρs. (4.18)
In this system the LD function of the quadratures statistics is independent of the
angle α, this is due to the purely Lindbladian evolution, and so we restrict our
study to the X quadrature statistics (α = 0) of the leaked light from the cavity.
4.3.1 Mean-field Approximation
A well-known analytic solution [30, 119] exists for the s = 0 steady state of this
model but this solution is not simply generalized to biased ensembles away from
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Figure 4.5: Mean-field theory result for the quadrature activity in the micromaser. This
approach uncovers multiple first order transition lines in the activity either
side of s = 0, which begin to bend as they approach s = 0. This diagram
is very similar to that of the “atom” counting case of Ref.[31], highlighting
similarities between the jump activity and quadrature activity.
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s = 0. In the study of the quantum jump trajectories of this model much progress
was made by assuming the right eigenmatrix associated with the LD function of
the Master operatorWs′ was diagonal in a†a. Using this mean-field approximation
it was demonstrated that the cavity pump rate controlled the properties of the
coexistence line at s′ = 0. These results were then confirmed using exact diagonal-
ization, moreover multiple first order transition lines were uncovered in the jump
active regime (s′ < 0) along with a single transition line in the photon inactive
regime and a sole critical point located at s′ ≈ 0 and φ ≈ 0.1. In this study the
generalized Master operator Ws in Eq. (4.18) generates off-diagonal terms in the
density matrix and so the right eigenmatrices are generally not diagonal in a†a for
finite s. Close to s = 0 we will approximate the off-diagonal generating term in
Eq. (4.18) with a diagonal one [54] given by
−s
2
(aρs + ρsa
†) = −aρsa† + (a− s
2
)ρs(a
† − s
2
)− s
2
4
ρs
≈ −aρsa† + e|s|aρsa† − s
2
4
ρs. (4.19)
In this replacement we have assumed that s 1 along with a and a† being ≈ √n,
where n is the cavity occupation which is also assumed to be 1. Furthermore we
have used our prior experience that we expect the LD function of the X quadrature
statistics to be an even function of s to introduce |s| in the exponential. Thus
for s  1 we have introduced an approximate diagonal term to replace the off-
diagonal piece of Ws. With this crude approximation we can restrict our analysis
to density operators which are diagonal in the number basis and so the generalized
Master operator reduces to a smaller dimension operator in this space,
Ws → Ws =Nexa† sin
2(φ
√
a†a+ 1)√
a†a+ 1
−Nex sin2(
√
a†a+ 1)
− a†a+ e|s|
√
a†a+ 1a− s
2
8
. (4.20)
To calculate the largest of Ws we employ a variational approach using a coherent
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state ansatz, thus we set a = eiγ
√
n and a† = e−iγ
√
n. Then to extract the LD
function we solve the Euler-Lagrange equations, ∂Ws/∂γ = 0 and ∂Ws/∂n = 0,
the first of which yields
a =
√
n
(
e−|s|Nex
sin2(φ
√
n+ 1)
n+ 1
)1/2
,
a† =
√
n
(
e−|s|Nex
sin2(φ
√
n+ 1)
n+ 1
)−1/2
. (4.21)
Substituting these into Ws, see Eq. (4.20), we obtain a variational “free energy”
function, Fs(n), which we minimize with respect to n to obtain an estimate for
the desired LD function,
θX(s) ≈ −min
s
Fs(n). (4.22)
This minimization was performed numerically and a trajectory phase diagram was
constructed from the estimated θX(s), see Fig. 4.5. This trajectory phase diagram
shows that multiple first order transitions occur in both the quadrature activity
and cavity occupation as we tune s and φ. These transition lines bend upon
approaching s = 0, and the first transition line ends at the point s ≈ 0, φ ≈ 0.1.
This point was originally identified as the critical point which controlled the photon
number dynamics [30], and highlights once again that quadrature trajectories may
also capture features associated with the quantum jump trajectories. However
in this case the critical point is much more masked compared to the quantum
jump trajectory phase diagram, even within our crude approximation scheme.
Furthermore there are several implicit assumptions and limitations associated with
this diagonal approximation. Firstly it becomes less accurate at larger values of φ
where nonlinearities in the operator Ws become more important. It also implicitly
assumes a normal ordering and that the average of products of the raising and
lowering operators may be replaced by the products of their individual averages.
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However crude this approach may be it still predicts multiple first order transitions
in both the quadrature trajectories and the cavity occupation number n.
4.3.2 Full Numerical Diagonalization
We will now examine the exact form of the LD function extracted via exact diago-
nalization [84] ofWs. To do this it is necessary to truncate the basis of the system,
in this problem the number basis |n〉 is the natural basis to use to construct the
matrix form of Ws. Since we have set Nex = 100 we should be able to restrict
the maximum photon number to n = 150 without losing too much information.
The form of Ws introduces coherences between different number states and our
choice of truncated basis must allow these to be conserved. However as Ws is
an n2 × n2 matrix it is necessary to implement further truncations and we trun-
cate the basis such that only coherences between number states with occupation
number differing by less than m (m < n) are kept. In practice the values of m
and n were tested numerically so that the results were not sensitive to the trun-
cation and in this work we found the values m = 15 and n = 150 to be sufficient.
Having constructed the matrix Ws it was diagonalized using an Arnoldi iterative
scheme [84, 121, 122] and the LD function was extracted.
From the extracted θX(s), numerical derivatives were used to determine the quadra-
ture activity and the eigenmatrix ρs was used to determine the cavity occupation
number. The full trajectory phase diagram is shown in Fig. 4.6(a) where we
see multiple first order transition lines which accumulate at the critical point
s = 0, φ ≈ 0.1. Beyond φ ≈ 0.1 the transition lines do not accumulate at s = 0
but instead bend upon approaching the zero trajectory bias line. Comparing
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6(a) it is apparent that up to φ ≈ 0.7 the mean-field predicts the
values at which the transitions occur quite accurately. Furthermore just as in the
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Figure 4.6: (a) Quadrature activity phase diagrams for various jump biased systems. In
all cases there are multiple first order transition lines as we vary φ and s,
which bend as they approach the origin which becomes more pronounced
as the system is made more jump inactive. Comparing with the mean-
field results there is good agreement up until φ ≈ 0.7, beyond which the
agreement breaks down. (b) Cavity occupation number for doubly biased
ensembles of trajectories. The transitions in the quadrature activity are
marked by equivalent transitions in the cavity occupation. Furthermore
bending of the transition lines approaching s = 0 correlates with the s = 0
dynamics possessing a lower occupation compared to the ensembles of rare
trajectories.
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quantum jump case these transitions correlate with the first order transitions in
the cavity occupation number as shown in Fig. 4.6(b), clearly demonstrating that
the cavity occupation number bistability manifests in the ensembles of quadrature
trajectories [54].
We now examine the statistics of the quadrature trajectories having first placed the
system in a higher or lower photon occupation state using the field s′. Depending
on whether the system is in a higher (s′ < 0) or lower (s′ > 0) occupation state
the first order transition lines either accumulate more at the s = 0 line or bend
further away, respectively. This can be explained as follows, placing the system in
a photon active phase (s′ < 0) removes the low cavity number regions near s = 0,
see Fig. 4.6(b), thus allowing the transition lines to accumulate closer to the s = 0
line. Conversely, making the system less active results in large low cavity number
regions around s = 0 which “blow out” the transition lines as they approach s = 0,
and ensures the cavity occupation number remains small unless s is large as seen
in Fig. 4.6.
In this case although sharp crossovers occur in the quadrature activity, corre-
sponding to crossovers in the cavity occupation, it is not clear that the physical
s = 0 dynamics is composed of two distinct phases, one photon active the other
photon inactive. This only becomes clear by examining the quantum jump trajec-
tories [30], moreover the critical point also becomes more apparent when exam-
ining these trajectories. In conclusion both the quadrature and jump trajectories
capture similar information, in contrast to the example of the two coupled two-
level systems, but the information is much more readily gleaned from the latter
trajectory ensemble.
We’ve now developed and studied the thermodynamics of trajectories formalism
in both a classical stochastic setting and a series of open quantum systems. In
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the next Chapter we will complete our study by examining the statistics of time-
integrated observables in closed quantum systems taking inspiration from the ther-
modynamic approach of the previous Chapters. In particular we will focus on the
example of the 1d transverse field quantum Ising model as it is analytically soluble
and contains a wealth of physics.
5. Time-integrated Observables
and the transverse field
quantum Ising model
This Chapter focusses on providing a detailed exposition of analytical studies on
singularities in the generating functions of time-integrated observables in closed
quantum systems. In particular these analytics will focus on the long time func-
tional form of these generating functions and the connection of singular features
within said generating functions to a diverse set of concepts such as geometry [64],
digital simulation using cold ion systems [56, 123, 124], PT -symmetry break-
ing [68, 72] and dynamical phase transitions (DPTs) [64, 79]. To this end we
focus on the TFIM throughout as it is both analytically soluble and is a paradig-
matic model of a quantum phase transition [55]. This model consists of N spins
and is described by the Hamiltonian
H = −
∑
i
σzi σ
z
i+1 − λ
∑
i
σxi , (5.1)
where, as usual, the operators σz,x are Pauli spin operators and λ is the transverse
field strength. In the thermodynamic limit there are two quantum critical points
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at λ = ±1, where for |λ| < 1 the ground state is an ordered ferromagnetic state
and for |λ| > 1 the ground state is a disordered paramagnet.
In the coming Sections we will examine the generating functions associated with
the time-integrated transverse and longitudinal magnetization in the ground state
of this model. We will begin with the former as it presents an analytically ac-
cessible form of the CGF thus allowing its singular points in the limit of long
time and large system to be identified. We proceed to describe how one could
use digital simulation in cold ion systems to experimentally probe such singular
features. We then focus on the time-integrals of the longitudinal magnetization
and find that the phase diagram, along the s = 0 axis, consists of two regimes
where an appropriate PT -symmetry of the deformed Hamiltonian, which forms
the MGF, is either unbroken or broken. We demonstrate that the spontaneous
breaking of this symmetry in the thermodynamic limit has a profound effect on
the temporal behaviour of the cumulants of the time-integrated longitudinal mag-
netization, which may not be expected from the static properties of the ground
state. The final Sections of this Chapter examine the properties of a set of ap-
propriately normalized states which capture the singular features of the CGF of
the time-integrated transverse magnetization. We discuss the geometric features
of these states as characterized by the Berry phase [57] and Chern number [60].
We then perform a “quantum quench” on these states and find DPTs may emerge
even far away from the quantum critical points.
5.1 Time-Integrated Transverse Magnetization
To examine the time integrals of the transverse magnetization we follow the for-
malism of Sec. 2.5.1 where the non-Hermitian Hs of Eq. (2.67) is defined using
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the TFIM H and q =
∑
i σ
x
i . We are interested specifically in the statistics of∫ t
dt′
∑
i σ
x
i (t
′) in the ground state |0〉 of H at a fixed value of λ; we also recall
σxi (t
′) ≡ eiHtσxi e−iHt. To examine the statistics of this time-integrated observable
we need to evaluate the MGF, Z(s, t), of the time-integrated magnetization. To
do this we evaluate the expectation value shown in Eq. (2.68) using the ground
state |0〉 of H at fixed value of λ and where Hs ≡ H− is2 q is also at this same value
of λ. We note that although this procedure formally constitutes a nonequilibrium
evolution of |0〉 under e−iHst the quantities of interest are expectation values in
the equilibrium ground state at λ. One may diagonalize the non-Hermitian Hs
via a Jordan-Wigner transformation followed by a Bogoliubov rotation [55], which
maps the spin Hamiltonian Hs to a free fermion model with a complex dispersion
k(s) = 2
√
(λ+ is
2
− cos k)2 + sin2 k. In this Section we focus on the case where N
is even and the boundary conditions are periodic. The quasi-particle wavevectors k
are discrete and are given by k = pin/N , where n = −N+1,−N+3, . . . , N−1. In
its diagonal form Hs =
∑
k k(s)(A¯kAk − 1/2), which is slightly different from the
diagonal form of the standard Ising model H as Hs is not Hermitian. This differ-
ence is reflected in the pair (A¯k, Ak) which obey canonical fermionic commutation
relations, {A¯k′ , Ak} = δk′,k, but are not Hermitian conjugate A¯k 6= A†k.
The initial ground state |0〉 of the unperturbed TFIM, i. e. Hs=0, may be expressed
as a BCS state of Hs
|0〉 ∝
⊗
k>0
[cosαsk|0k, 0−k〉s − i sinαsk|1k, 1−k〉s] . (5.2)
The symbol
⊗
stands for the direct product and the k-mode vacuum of Hs is
|0k, 0−k〉s which is annihilated by the operators A±k, A±k|0k, 0−k〉s = 0. The state
|1k, 1−k〉s is a state occupied by a pair of fermions at wavevectors ±k and is gener-
ated from the vacuum state via A¯kA¯−k|0k, 0−k〉s = |1k, 1−k〉s. The complex angles
αsk are equal to half the difference of the Bogoliubov angles, φ
s
k and φ
s=0
k , used
to diagonalize the unperturbed Hamiltonian and Hs. These Bogoliubov angles
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are fixed such that H and Hs contain no “off-diagonal” terms in this free fermion
picture and hence are given by tanφsk = sin k/[λ+
is
2
− cos k]. Combined with the
BCS form of Eq. (5.2) the full MGF (see Eq. (2.68)) may be evaluated directly,
Z (s, t) =
∏
k>0
(| cosαsk|2 cosh [2Im(αsk)]e−2Im(sk)t (5.3)
+| sinαsk|2 cosh [2Im(αsk)]e2Im(
s
k)t
+i sinαsk cosα
−s
k sinh [2Im(α
s
k)]e
−2iRe(sk)t
−i sinα−sk cosαsk sinh [2Im(αsk)]e2iRe(
s
k)t
)
.
Taking the logarithm the product over k becomes a sum and in the long time
limit we find that the scaled CGF as defined in Eq. (2.70) is determined by the
imaginary components of the complex energy spectrum,
θ(s) = lim
N,t→∞
Θ(s, t)
Nt
= lim
N→∞
2
∑
k>0 |Imk(s)|
N
=
1
pi
∫ pi
0
|Imk(s)|dk. (5.4)
Above we used the identity 1
N
∑
k>0 =
1
2pi
∫
dk which is valid in the limit N →∞.
We note that the sign of imaginary part of the complex energy changes at a critical
wavevector kλ which is set by the transverse field strength, kλ = cos
−1 λ. Using
this fact we can evaluate the integral directly and after some algebra we find
θ(s) =

4
pi
Im
[
(1 + λs) E
(
2
√
λs
1+λs
)]
, (λ, s) /∈ D
4
pi
Im
{
(1 + λs)
[
−E
(
2
√
λs
1+λs
)
+2E
(
pi−kλ
2
, 2
√
λs
1+λs
)]}
, (λ, s) ∈ D
(5.5)
where λs = λ + is/2, E(x) and E(ϕ, x)
1 are complete and incomplete elliptic
integrals of the second kind respectively, for a derivation of θ(s) see Appendix C.
1Formally the incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind is: E(ϕ, k) =∫ ϕ
0
√
1− k2 sin2 α dα. Taking the limit ϕ → pi/2 we obtain the complete elliptic integral of
the second kind.
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The region D is defined as the interior of a circle in the (λ, s) plane,
λ2 + (s/2)2 = 1. (5.6)
Moreover it is worth noting we consider only s > 0 as θ(s) = θ(−s), see Eq. (5.4).
The long time properties of the MGF in the thermodynamic limit are encoded
within this function θ(s) and through it the behaviour of the cumulants of the time-
integrated transverse magnetization [56]. Although this function is not necessarily
a LD function and therefore not necessarily convex, as described in Sec. 2.5.1, our
approach is inspired by the thermodynamic formalism and so we examine the
analytic properties of θ(s) to define the full counting statistics (FCS) phases of
the system. To this end we define a dynamical order parameter κs ≡ −θ′(s) and a
corresponding susceptibility χs ≡ θ′′(s) to identify and distinguish different FCS
phases.
As previously mentioned the imaginary part of k(s) changes sign at k = kλ, this
manifests itself as a transition line in the (λ, s) plane which separates the region
D from the rest of the plane. Therefore for each |λ| < 1 there exists a wavevector
kλ and transition s value sc = 2 sin kλ. Approaching the transition line from in-
side D the order parameter κs is continuous while the corresponding susceptibility
diverges with a square-root singularity at sc, χs ∝ |s−sc(λ)|−1/2. The only excep-
tion to this is at the endpoints of the FCS singularities, i. e. when we are at the
static quantum critical points (λ, s) = (±1, 0), where the divergence is logarithmic
in nature. The corresponding FCS phase diagram is shown in Fig. 5.1(a) along
with slices of κs and χs in Fig. 5.1(b,c).
To gain further insight into the nature of these FCS phases we define the long
time state |s〉 ≡ limt→∞ Tt(s)|i〉, with an appropriate normalization. We refer
to this class of states as the s-states and in this Chapter we consider the initial
state |i〉 to be the ground state |0〉, however in the long time limit |s〉 is usually
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Figure 5.1: (a) FCS phase diagram of the TFIM with the time-integrated transverse
magnetization as the observable of interest. A line of second order phase
transitions in θ(s) separate the dynamically ordered and disordered phases.
The black circles on the λ axis indicate the locations of the static quantum
critical points while the regions I, II and III are defined by the structure
of |s〉 (see main text). The yellow dashed lines indicate the cuts plotted in
the subsequent panels. (b) The dependence on s for fixed λ of the order
parameter κs (blue) and the corresponding susceptibility χs (black) which
diverges at the FCS transition line when approached from inside D. Also
shown is the static magnetization mxs as function of s, this is directly related
to θ(s) (see main text). (c) The same as (b) but now with fixed s and varied
λ.
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independent of the initial state. The expectation value of an observable O in
these states is then given by 〈O〉s ≡ limt→∞ Z−1t (s)〈0|T †t (s)OTt(s)|0〉. Using the
definitions of θ(s) and |s〉 it is very easy to show that for the operator of interest
q, the s-biased expectation is related to the long time CGF via 〈q〉s = −θ(s)/s.
It follows immediately from this that derivative of the static susceptibility in this
s-state diverges at the transition line in the same manner as χs, therefore the
2nd order FCS transition corresponds to a 3rd order static phase transition in
the |s〉 states [56, 64]. Using the BCS representation of the initial vacuum and
then applying the operator Tt(s) we find the state |s〉 in the long time limit, up
to constants, is given by
|s〉 =
⊗
k>0
|sk〉 (5.7)
∝

⊗
k>0 |1k, 1−k〉s λ > 1,
⊗
k<kλ
|0k, 0−k〉s
⊗
k>kλ
|1k, 1−k〉s −1 < λ < 1,
⊗
k>0 |0k, 0−k〉s λ < −1.
In our case q is the total transverse magnetization mxs = N
−1∑
i〈σxi 〉s which
combined with the |s〉 state form in Eq. 5.7 we find
mxs =
1
N
∑
Im(sk)<0
1− 2
∣∣∣sin(φsk2 )∣∣∣2
cosh[2Im(αsk)]
 (5.8)
+
1
N
∑
Im(sk)>0
1− 2
∣∣∣cos(φsk2 )∣∣∣2
cosh[2Im(αsk)]
 ,
this quantity is shown in Fig. 5.1(b,c). For all values of (λ, s) we may define such
a |s〉 state, the states inside and outside the region D are smoothly connected
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but these states change in a singular fashion on crossing the FCS phase bound-
ary. We denote these two regions dynamically ordered and dynamically disordered
respectively, as the spectrum of Hs is smoothly connected to that of the origi-
nal TFIM which define the static ordered and disordered phases, this is shown in
Fig. 5.1(a). Furthermore standard complex analysis results, i. e. Darboux’s theo-
rem [111, 112], imply that the cumulants of the time-integrated magnetization Qt
are affected by the analytic properties of the CGF as a function of s. Formally we
may appeal to the Hadamard factorization theorem to express the MGF in terms
of its zeros in the complex s plane. Thus to understand the impact of the FCS
transition line on the cumulants at s = 0 it is necessary to determine the location
of all the transition points in the complex s plane. To do this we apply simple
shift of variable s → s + is¯ and immediately uncover a new transition surface in
the (λ, s, s¯) volume defined by
(λ− s¯
2
)2 + (
s
2
)2 = 1. (5.9)
From this we see there is always a singularity, which lies on the imaginary s axis,
related to the static critical point λc = ±1 for all values of λ. To complete our
discussion we examine the cumulants 〈〈Qnt 〉〉 in both the ordered and disordered
regime to determine the impact of the FCS transition line on their behaviour. In
Fig. 5.2 we show the FCS phase diagram and take the two λ = 0.01 and λ = 1.99.
These are equidistant from the static critical point and so the closest s¯c transition
points are equidistant to the s = 0 axis. One might naively expect that the
cumulants would behave in a similar fashion, however for λ = 0.01 their exists a
second dominant FCS transition point at nonzero sc. This singularity makes the
corresponding cumulants2 very different [53, 64, 100], as shown in Fig. 5.2(b,d)
2We note that the cumulants were calculated by taking the logarithm of Eq. (5.3) and Taylor
expanding each term in the resulting sum in powers of s. Differentiating each term in the sum
with respect to −s, and setting s = 0, we resum the results to obtain the desired cumulants.
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where the cumulants are plotted for 200 spins with periodic boundary conditions.
Moreover the ratio of the cumulants at long times should be influenced by these
singular features for |λ| < 1.
Figure 5.2: (a,b) The state points λ = 0.01, 1.99 are equidistant from the static singular-
ity but the presence of an FCS singularity at sc 6= 0 for λ < 1 implies their
cumulants 〈〈Qnt 〉〉 are different. (c,d) The same as before but λ = 0.95, 1.05,
the odd cumulants of Qt for λ < 1 have opposite sign to the same cumulants
at λ > 1 indicating that the fluctuation behaviour is very different.
Taking another two λ values close to static quantum critical point, λ = 0.95 and
λ = 1.05. The correlation length of the ground state for both of these λ values
is very similar, however in one instance the dominant s¯c is positive and in the
latter it is negative. This suggests that the cumulants at both these values are of
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a similar magnitude but are out-of-phase with each other. Plotting the cumulants
for n = 3, 5, 7 this is indeed the case, reflecting the dynamically ordered/disordered
phase structure where for |λ| < 1 the fluctuations are of opposite sign to |λ| > 1.
Due to the number of transition points it is difficult to resolve the exact effects
of the FCS singularities on the cumulants in the ground state of the TFIM but
we have shown at least qualitatively that some differences in behaviour may not
be solely expected from knowledge of the statics of the system. Moreover using
this non-Hermitian approach to FCS we will now show how one could potentially
probe these singular features using a cold ion system.
5.2 Open Quantum Systems and Digital Simu-
lation
The main barrier to experimentally probing or simulating the FCS singularities
described in the previous Section stems from the non-Hermitian nature of the
perturbation to the system of interest. In tackling this problem the key step is to
consider the temporal evolution of the density matrix ρ(t) generated by Hs, ρ˙(t) =
−i[H, ρ(t)] − s
2
{q, ρ(t)}. As we now demonstrate, this evolution shows that one
may obtain the MGF Z(s, t) for the time-integrated observable Qt from the waiting
time distribution of an auxiliary open system and furthermore that any singular
features of the FCS emerge as singularities in the waiting time distribution [39, 40].
Effectively this evolution equation is that of a full Lindblad Master equation, see
Eq. (2.53), but without the recycling terms
∑
i γiLiρL
†
i . Given an observable of
interest q we identify a set of jump operators Li defined by
∑
i L
†
iLi = q along with
the decay rates γi = s,∀i. The associated non-unitary evolution operator Tt(s)
is then the same operator which evolves the associated open system in between
quantum jump events, thus Z(s, t) equals the probability that no jumps have
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of numerical simulations of P0(t) with theory for a 6 spin Ising
chain prepared in the ground state prepared at λ = cos(5pi/6) for dimen-
sionless time steps of length 0.1 and 0.01. The simulations marked with the
label ∗ indicate equivalent simulations with the system initialized in |−〉.
occurred up to a time t in the auxiliary open system, P0(t).
In general this probability decays exponentially [125] in the long time limit sup-
porting the scaling used in Eq. (2.70) for the closed problem. Therefore the MGF,
and hence the FCS singularities, may be probed by preparing the system in an
initial state and coupling the system to an appropriate Markovian environment.
For the case of the TFIM and the time-integrated transverse magnetization to
identify the appropriate environment we make a trivial shift in the observable of
interest, q =
∑
i(σ
x
i + 1). We then identify a set of quantum jump operators
Li =
√
2|−〉i i〈+| where σxi |±〉 = ±|±〉, and i runs over the lattice. This auxiliary
open system may be experimentally probed using the digital simulation techniques
developed in cold ion systems [123, 124]. To simulate this open system we use an
ancillary ion and Trotter decompose the time evolution of the system plus ancilla
state, |ψ〉s ⊗ |A〉a, into a series of unitary transformations each with a time step
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δt. Each time step in this simulation is given by
n∏
l=1
Gl
N∏
k=1
e−iσ
z
kσ
z
k+1δt
N∏
j=1
e−iλσ
x
j δt|ψ〉s ⊗ |0〉a, (5.10)
where the two most right operator terms evolve the system according to the two-
body and single body operations of the TFIM’s H and only act on the system
subspace. In contrast the gate operations Gj act on the Hilbert space spanned by
the system spin j and the ancilla. Preparing the two level ancilla initially in the
state |0〉a these gate operations are defined as
Gj|+〉j ⊗ |0〉a = cosφ|+〉j ⊗ |0〉a − i sinφ|−〉j ⊗ |1〉a,
Gj|−〉j ⊗ |0〉a = |−〉j ⊗ |0〉a,
where the angle φ =
√
2sδt. For φ 1, and small δt, the exponentials in Eq. (5.10)
may be expanded and upon tracing out the ancilla ion it is easy to see that
the evolution described by these unitary transformations is the desired Lindblad
equation [126], at least to first order in δt. After each application of a gate Gj
one measures the ancilla state in the {|0〉a, |1〉a} basis; if the ancilla is in the |1〉a
state a quantum jump has occurred and the system is reset and the experiment
repeated. The upper limit on the final product of Eq. (5.10) is n = N for all the
steps prior to a jump and for the final step it is ≤ N , as the ancilla was measured
in the state |1〉a after one of the gate operations. Repeating this experiment many
times P0(t) can be estimated and hence the Z(s, t) may be extracted at various s
by tuning the decay rates for the dissipative dynamics [56].
Using this Trotter decomposition the P0(t) extracted from the digital simulations
are shown in Fig. 5.3, and match the theoretical values indicating the survival
probability can be found accurately at finite t. To study the longer time behaviour
of P0(t) it is necessary to initialize the spins in the |−〉 state in place of the ground
state |0〉. This state is annihilated by the jump operators and so P0(t) decays at
a slower rate with increasing t, thus each experiment can run for longer with a
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Figure 5.4: (a) These are the world lines of seven ions used to simulate an open 6 spin
Ising ring for a single time step. The single spin operations (blue squares)
capture the effects of the transverse field while the exchange interaction is
simulated using two-ion gate operations (orange squares), together these
simulate the coherent evolution. The dissipative dynamics require a two-ion
gate which acts on the ancilla ion (green squares), where measurement on
the ancilla (red diamonds) determine whether or not a quantum jump has
occurred. (b) Simulations of the survival probability (P0(t)) as a function
of λ and s/2 for 4, 6, and 8 ion Ising chains at t = 5, 5 and 8 respectively,
with the system initialized in |−〉. The unit circle is marked with green
overlays and circles at (λ, s) = (cos k, 2 sin k) mark where features of the
FCS transitions would be expected to be seen.
smaller chance of being terminated by the first quantum jump. Figure 5.4 shows
the results of these simulations for small system sizes, N = 4, 6, 8, and times. Even
within this small system size short time regime signatures of the singular features
are observed, these lie close to the unit circle at positions (λ, s) = (cos k, 2 sin k)
where k are the wavevectors used to diagonalize the TFIM for finite N .
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5.3 PT -symmetry breaking
5.3.1 Theoretical Background
Standard formulations of quantum mechanics state that all observables, in partic-
ular the Hamiltonian, are Hermitian i. e. H† = H. This ensures that the outcomes
of measurements are real (i. e. the operator spectra are real) and naturally this
has implications on the dynamics, which are generated by H. However the re-
quirement of a real spectrum implies there could in principle be systems which are
described by non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. In the last decade, since the seminal
work of Bender et al. [65], much interest has arisen in such Hamiltonians and
their symmetry properties [66–71]. In this Section we focus on a particular class
of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians which have real spectra and are symmetric under
a particular space-time reflection. These Hamiltonians are symmetric under the
application of a time-reversal operator T followed by a parity operation P and so
are dubbed PT -symmetric, this symmetry is more precisely defined as
[PT , H] = 0. (5.11)
For a given system there exist many PT operators all of which satisfy the prop-
erties that T is anti-linear [127] and (PT )2 = 1. Together with Eq. (5.11) these
conditions allow one to reformulate quantum mechanics using this new class of
non-Hermitian operators without violating any of the original axioms of the the-
ory. It is worth noting that originally the PT operator was taken to be a spatial
reflection (x → −x) combined with a time-reversal (i. e. complex conjugation).
Now although PT commutes with the non-Hermitian operator its eigenvectors
may be different to those of H. To see this we consider an eigenstate |φ〉 of PT
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with a corresponding eigenvalue λ0. From the properties of PT and T it follows
directly that
|φ〉 = (PT )λ0|φ〉
= λ∗0λ0|φ〉. (5.12)
This implies that |λ0|2 = 1 and thus the eigenvalue is simply a phase λ0 = eiα, α ∈
R. We now consider |φ〉 to also be an eigenstate of the non-Hermitian H with
corresponding energy E, once again it is straightforward to show
Eλ0|φ〉 = E∗λ0|φ〉. (5.13)
As λ0 is a nonvanishing phase factor this implies that the energy E is real. If
however |φ〉 is not a simultaneous eigenstate of PT and H this conclusion breaks
down and the energy E is in general complex with eigenvalues appearing in com-
plex conjugate pairs. We refer to this case as the PT -symmetry broken regime
of H, conversely when the spectrum of H is real we describe the symmetry as
being unbroken. It is important to highlight that the exact form of the PT oper-
ator is not specific, it is only required to obey the properties of anti-linearity and
(PT )2 = 1. Therefore when examining the spectral properties of a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian it is necessary to examine all potential PT -symmetries and check if
they are broken or unbroken to determine if the spectrum is real or complex. The
connection to our work should be apparent, as the MGF Z(s, t) is determined by
the non-Hermitian Hs the spectral characteristics of Hs will naturally have a large
impact on the cumulants of our time-integrated observables. We will demonstrate
this explicitly throughout the remainder of this Section, beginning with warm-up
example of single spin before studying the many-body TFIM.
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5.3.2 Simple Example: Single Spin
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Figure 5.5: (a) Schematic diagram of a single spin which precesses about the x-direction,
the time-integrated magnetization of interest is at angle ϕ with respect to
the x-direction. (b) Time-integrated transverse magnetization (lies along
z-direction, ϕ = pi/2) for  = 1, the CGF θ(s) is zero for |s| ≤ 2 and nonzero
everywhere else. The breaking of the PT -symmetry of Hs manifests as
singularities in the CGF at s = ±2 and discontinuities in κs. Note we’ve
assumed the initial state has non-zero overlap with the eigenstates of Hs,
i. e. c±(s) in Eq. (5.17), are non-zero. (c) In the regime where Hs does
not possess a PT -symmetry (ϕ 6= pi/2, here we take ϕ = 0.1) a singularity
emerges at s = 0 in the scaled CGF in the long time limit. In this parameter
regime the emergence of such a singularity is generally independent of the
initial state (in this plot the system was initialized in 45 | ↑〉+ 35 | ↓〉).
We apply the theoretical background discussed in the previous Subsection to a toy
example of a single spin described by the Hamiltonian
H = σx. (5.14)
Following the prescription of Section 2.5.1 we examine the time-integrated mag-
netization in the x − z plane, i. e. q = σx cosϕ + σz sinϕ, by perturbing H to
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obtain
Hs = σ
x − is
2
(σx cosϕ+ σz sinϕ). (5.15)
This non-Hermitian Hamiltonian was originally discussed in a different context [68]
but here we discuss the impact its spectrum has on the time-integrated magne-
tization of the original model defined by H. This operator is easily diagonalized
and has eigenvalues E± = ±12
√
42 − s2 − 4is cosϕ. Furthermore one can readily
identify a PT -symmetry, where the PT operator is composed of a parity oper-
ator P = σx and T is simply complex conjugation. We begin by examining the
time-integrated transverse magnetization (ϕ = pi/2), in this case the eigenvalues
simplify to
E± = ±1
2
√
42 − s2. (5.16)
From this we see that provided 42 ≥ s2 the eigenvalues of Hs are real and we are in
the PT unbroken regime. Using this property of the spectrum it is easy to formally
write down the MGF Z(s, t), see Eq. 2.68, and to show that the cumulants of the
time-integrated magnetization in the z-direction oscillate in time. This implies
the temporal scaling of these cumulants is sublinear at long times and thus the
scaled CGF is θ(s) = 0. The picture changes dramatically when 42 < s2 and we
are in the PT -symmetry broken regime, in this case the eigenvalues form complex
conjugate pairs, and the MGF is
Zt(s) = c+(s)e
2Im(E+)t + c−(s)e2Im(E−)t. (5.17)
The terms c±(s) are given by the overlaps of the initial state with the left and
right eigenstates of Hs. Depending on the sign of s the MGF in the long time is
dominated either by the imaginary part of E+ or E−. From Eq. (5.17) it is clear
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that for finite s the MGF will grow exponentially with t in the long time limit and
θ(s) will be finite.
Applying the thermodynamic approach we examine θ(s) along with the dynam-
ical magnetization κs = −θ′(s) as a function of s. Within the unbroken regime,
ϕ = pi/2, both the dynamical free energy and dynamical magnetization are zero.
Tuning s we may break the PT -symmetry of Hs, leading to a square-root singular-
ity in θ(s) at s = ±2 and a corresponding diverging κs, this is shown in Fig. 5.5(b).
Considering the time-integrated magnetization along a direction other than the z-
axis, the energy eigenvalues E± always appear in complex conjugate pairs and the
PT -symmetry is broken ∀s. Examining the scaled CGF Θ(s, t)/t as a function of
time we find a singularity emerges at s = 0 in the long time limit, see Fig. 5.5(c).
This singularity is due to the sign of s determining which eigenvalue dominates
Z(s, t) in the long time limit. This singularity implies that the cumulants grow
faster than t in the long time limit. Furthermore due to the relationship to the
survival probability in an associated open quantum system, see Sec. 5.2, we know
the scaling in Eq. (2.70) is correct for s 6= 0, however the limits t→∞ and s→ 0
do not necessarily commute which manifests as this singularity.
Thus with this toy example we have demonstrated that using the counting field
s one may break the PT -symmetry of a problem and this can manifest itself in
the dynamical order parameter κs. In this case κs diverges upon breaking the
symmetry but as the problem is single-body in nature this cannot be attributed
to any type of FCS phase transition. We also note that the breaking of the PT -
symmetry may impact the temporal scaling of cumulants at s = 0, and due to
the many PT operators and time-integrated observables (Qt) we can “count” in
a given system, we expect these results to have a broad range of applicability.
In the next Section we return to the many-body problem previously considered,
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Figure 5.6: (a) Color density plot of the scaled CGF θ(s) in the (λ, s) plane for N = 9
spins. In the disordered regime λ > 1, there is a large region where θ(s) ≈ 0.
(b,c) Plots of the scaled CGF along with dynamical order parameter and
susceptibility as a function of s for λ = 0.8 and 1.2 for a system of 11
spins. In the ferromagnetic (ordered) regime there is a large peak in the
susceptibility at s = 0, indicative of the cumulants scaling faster than t.
In the paramagnetic regime the CGF is ∼ 0 at s = 0, but tuning s the
PT -symmetry can be broken and the CGF will acquire a finite value, this
is marked by peaks in χs.
the TFIM, but now focus on the properties of the time-integrated longitudinal
magnetization and the connection to PT -symmetry breaking.
5.4 Time-Integrated Longitudinal Magnetization
In this Section we return to the TFIM, and for simplicity rewrite its Hamiltonian
in the form
H = −
∑
i
σxi σ
x
i+1 − λ
∑
i
σzi , (5.18)
the only difference between this and Eq. (5.1) is a rotation in the x−z plane which
maps (σzi , σ
x
i ) → (−σxi , σzi ). Rather than consider the cumulants of the time-
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integrated transverse magnetization as in Sec. 5.1 we instead focus on the time-
integrated longitudinal magnetization qt = M
x
t ≡
∫ t
0
∑
i σ
x
i (t
′)dt′, whose MGF is
related to the appropriate non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
Hs = −
∑
i
σxi σ
x
i+1 − λ
∑
i
σzi −
is
2
∑
i
σxi . (5.19)
This Hamiltonian is a discretized form of the massive Yang-Lee model [51, 52,
128, 129] of the TFIM and accordingly its critical properties have been studied
in detail in Ref. [130], importantly a critical line in the (λ, s) plane was found
which intersects the s = 0 axis at the static quantum critical points λ = ±1.
Moreover this curve separates two regions in the (λ, s) plane where Hs has a real
spectrum in one region and a complex spectrum in the other. This singular change
in the spectral properties of Hs is associated with the breaking of an associated
PT -symmetry, which following Ref. [71] we will now describe.
Firstly to check that a PT -symmetry may exist for our Hs we perform a similarity
transformation by rotating the spins an angle pi/2 about the z-axis
R = e ipi4
∑
i σ
z
i =
∏
i
1√
2
(Ii + iσzi ),
H˜s = RHsR−1. (5.20)
In the above Equation Ii denotes identity operator for site i, this similarity trans-
formation preserves the spectral properties of Hs and maps the Pauli spin opera-
tors onto one another in the following way
(σxi , σ
y
i , σ
z
i )→ (−σyi , σxi , σzi ),
H˜s = −
∑
i
σyi σ
y
i+1 − λ
∑
i
σzi +
is
2
∑
i
σyi . (5.21)
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From this expression we see that H˜s is a non-symmetric matrix with real entries,
therefore implying that the spectrum is either real or consists of complex conjugate
pairs3. Taking the anti-linear operator T to simply be complex conjugation, its
effect on Hs is to map the spin operators onto one another via T : (σxi , σyi , σzi )→
(σxi ,−σyi , σzi ). If after this one applies a parity operator
P =
∏
i
σzi , (5.22)
whose effect is to map (σxi , σ
y
i , σ
z
i )→ (−σxi ,−σyi , σzi ), it is straightforward to check
that [PT , Hs] = 0 and therefore constitutes a PT -symmetry of the problem. One
can therefore diagonalize both PT and Hs simultaneously and distinguish a region
where they possess the same eigenvectors (the PT -symmetry is unbroken) from
one where they are different (the PT -symmetry is broken).
Having identified the relevant PT -symmetry of Hs, we examine its impact on the
cumulants of time-integrated longitudinal magnetization in the ground state |0〉
of the TFIM. If Hs is fully diagonizable we can express the identity operator in
terms of its left and right eigenvectors and the MGF will read
Zt(s) =
∑
a,b
e−i(Ea−E
∗
b )t〈0|La〉〈Ra|Rb〉〈Lb|0〉, (5.23)
where Ea are eigenvalues of Hs and |Ra〉 (|La〉) is the associated right (left) eigen-
vector. Due to the non-Hermiticity of Hs these eigenvalues Ea may be complex
and the associated left and right eigenstates are not related by Hermitian con-
jugation, |Ra〉† 6= |La〉. These eigenvectors form a biorthonormal vector space,
3One can quite readily see that in appropriate limits of parameter space that H˜s clearly has
real spectrum (i. e. s = 0) or a complex spectrum (λ = 0, |s|  1). Although there exist other
classes of non-Hermitian Hamiltonian which can possess a real spectra, the property θ(s) = θ(−s)
is suggestive that an anti-linear operator T Hs is a symmetry of Hs and hence PT is the natural
symmetry to consider.
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〈La|Rb〉 = δa,b, where the identity operator is given by I =
∑
a |La〉〈Ra|. It is
worth noting that although the left and right eigenvectors are orthonormal with
respect to each other, the eigenvectors |Ra〉 (|La〉) and |Rb〉 (|Lb〉) are in general
not mutually orthogonal.
From this expression the long time MGF is dominated by the term (a, b) for
which the imaginary component of Ea−E∗b is largest (provided the relevant vector
overlaps in Eq. (5.23) are nonzero, i. e. 〈Ra|Rb〉 6= 0). In this case we know that
Hs possesses a PT -symmetry, hence the spectrum is either real (unbroken regime)
or the eigenvalues form complex conjugate pairs (broken regime) and thus the long
time the scaled CGF will be
θ(s) =
 0 PT -unbrokenmaxa 2 Im(εa) PT -broken , (5.24)
here a is the complex eigenenergy per spin Ea/N . From the form of the scaled
CGF it is clear that the PT -symmetry will impact on the behaviour of the cumu-
lants, in particular when the PT -symmetry remains unbroken the cumulants of
the longitudinal magnetization 〈〈Qnt 〉〉 will oscillate in time.
To confirm this we numerically extract θ(s) from Eq. (5.23) using exact diago-
nalization for small rings of size N = 9, 11. The scaled CGF is plotted in the
(λ, s) plane in Fig. 5.6(a), even for these relatively small system sizes there is a
clear change of behaviour in the CGF upon tuning λ. When the groundstate is
ferromagnetically ordered, that is λ < 1, the CGF is non-zero for all s 6= 0. Upon
tuning the transverse field such that the groundstate is paramagnetic, λ > 1, there
exists a finite range of values for which θ(s) = 0. Taking two fixed λ slices, one in
each static phase (see Fig. 5.6(b,c)), we see that for λ > 1 the change in θ(s) from
being 0 to 6= 0 is marked by a first order transition in κs and a corresponding peak
in the susceptibility χs. Contrastingly the behaviour of the scaled CGF for λ < 1
is similar to that of the single spin in the regime where no PT -symmetry exists,
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Figure 5.7: (a) Behaviour of the scaled second cumulant of the time-integrated longi-
tudinal magnetization in both the ordered ferromagnetic state and disor-
dered paramagnetic regime. (b) FCS phase diagram of the TFIM, with
the time-integrated longitudinal magnetization as our observable of inter-
est. There are two dynamical phases: a “dynamically ordered” phase where
the PT -symmetry of Hs is broken and the cumulants scale either linearly or
super-linearly with t depending on s. The second phase is the “dynamically
disordered” phase where the PT -symmetry is unbroken and the cumulants
oscillate in time. These two phases are separated by a 1st order FCS phase
transition line.
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see Fig. 5.5(c). This change of behaviour in θ(s) upon crossing the static quantum
critical point also manifests itself in the temporal scaling of the cumulants of the
longitudinal magnetization. Examining the scaled second cumulant, 〈〈Q2t 〉〉/(Nt),
in both regimes we find for λ > 1 it oscillates and vanishes in the long time limit.
In contrast for λ < 1 this scaled cumulant grows super-linearly in time and so
diverges in the long time limit4, see Fig. 5.7(a). This behaviour extends to higher
order cumulants of the time-integrated longitudinal magnetization in the ground
state. We note that this behaviour is very different from that of the 2nd cumulant
of the time-integrated transverse magnetization discussed in Sec. 5.1. The cumu-
lants either side of the critical point of the time-integrated magnetization have
a very similar magnitude. A possible physical picture for this dramatic scaling
change of the time-integrated longitudinal magnetization can be constructed by
considering the form of the ground state in the limits of λ = 0 and λ → ∞. In
the first instance the ground state is described by all of the spins pointing up.
Intuitively the time local correlators would be time-independent and the 2nd cu-
mulant would evolve super-linearly in time. In the second limit the ground state
is completely aligned with transverse field. The projection of the spins onto the
longitudinal axis would oscillate in time thus leading to the oscillatory behaviour
of 〈〈Q2t 〉〉 observed in Fig. 5.7(a). Although this is a nice physical picture, we note it
is hard to easily extend this argument to a general initial state but if one focusses
on the PT -symmetry properties of Hs it is clear that the role of the initial state
is not so important.
Now in the thermodynamic limit, N → ∞, the PT -symmetry breaking at λ = 1
4For these small system sizes finite size effects are quite large, in particular the transition point
would be expected to be at λ ∼ 0.7. However, the change in the behaviour of the cumulants is a
symmetry breaking process throughout the entire spectrum. Therefore in such small systems this
does not need to occur exactly at the transition point, this is only the case in the thermodynamic
limit.
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becomes sharp and forms a curve of FCS phase transitions in the (λ, s) plane. The
FCS phase diagram is shown in Fig. 5.7(b), and coincides with that previously
found in Ref. [130]. This curve was previously identified as being critical, i. e. a
2nd order static critical line, but here marks a series of 1st order FCS transitions
in the scaled CGF θ(s). Thus this transition line, where the PT -symmetry breaks,
is marked by discontinuous jumps in the order parameter κs. Interestingly these
sharp changes in the time-integrated observables are not directly predictable from
the static properties of the system. Imagine preparing the system at two values of
λ, one in each static phase, equidistant but close enough to the quantum critical
point such that universality comes into play. These two states will have the same
correlation length, as close to the critical point it is determined solely by the
distance to the quantum critical point |λ− 1|−1, but the cumulants of Mxt will be
very different.
5.5 Dynamical Phase Transitions and FCS Phases
In this Section we study the analytic properties of the |s〉 state associated with the
time-integrated transverse magnetization, as defined in Eq. (5.7). Specifically we
consider the following quench protocol [76–78, 131]: firstly we connect the Ising
chain to appropriate Markovian environments [56] and allow the system to evolve
to the |s〉 state. We then remove the environments and perform a “quench” in
the s-parameter whereby the |s〉 state evolves, in a non-trivial manner, under the
original TFIM Hamiltonian, H:
|st〉 = e−iHt|s〉 =
⊗
k>0
e−iHt|sk〉 =
⊗
k>0
|sk,t〉. (5.25)
Using this protocol, which we refer to as the “s quench”, we will examine the
LD function associated with the return probability [73], see Eq. (2.80), and the
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Figure 5.8: (a) FCS phase diagram of the TFIM, where the time-integrated transverse
magnetization is the observable of interest. Regions I and II are the dy-
namically ordered and disordered regimes respectively. (b) Considering
“quenches” from (λ, s) → (λ, 0) the LD function associated with the re-
turn probability of this protocol shows nonanalyticities when the “quench”
crosses the FCS transition line. This is analogous to the effects seen upon
quenching across a static quantum critical point.
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possible connection between the FCS transition line uncovered in Sec. 5.1 and
DPTs. Furthermore in the subsequent Section we will characterize the geometric
properties of the states |s〉(|st〉), expressed in terms of the free fermions which
diagonalize H, using the Berry phase [57, 58, 132] and Chern number [60, 133].
Having introduced our nonequilibrium protocol and the necessary background to
DPTs [79–81, 134], see Sec. 2.5.2, we now examine the evolution of |s〉 under
H. Combining Eqs. (2.80) and (5.7) we find the LD function associated with the
return probability is highly dependent on the critical wavevector kλ = cos
−1 λ and
takes the form
l(t) = 2Re
(∫ kλ
0
log
[ | cosαsk|2 + | sinαsk|2e−2ikt
cosh 2Im(αsk)
]
dk
+
∫ pi
kλ
log
[ | sinαsk|2 + | cosαsk|2e−2ikt
cosh 2Im(αsk)
]
dk
)
. (5.26)
Considering finite system sizes N and allowing the parameter t to be complex,
this LD function will possess two sets of zeros at times:
t
(1)
j =
i
k
(log | tanαsk|2 + i(2j + 1)pi) ,
t
(2)
j =
i
2k
(log | tanαsk|2 + i(2j + 1)pi) , (5.27)
where j ∈ Z and k = k(s = 0) = 2
√
(λ− cos k)2 + sin2 k. The first set of zeros
emerge when the integrand in Eq. (5.26) vanishes and the other set is attributed to
when the integrands take the same value and the emergent nonanalytic behaviour
at the kλ limits of each integral. Whenever the complex angles α
s
k, which are
directly related to the difference in Bogoliubov angles used to diagonalize H and
Hs (see Sec. 5.1), are such that | cosαsk| = | sinαsk| these zeros will lie on the
real time axis. This condition is only ever satisfied when the |s〉 state lies in the
dynamically disordered regime and |λ| < 1, see Fig. 5.8, here kλ is well defined
and the “s quench” crosses the FCS transition line. In the thermodynamic limit
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crossing the FCS transition line leads to emergence of nonanalyticities in l(t) at
times
t∗j =
(2j + 1)pi
2kλ
,
(2j + 1)pi
kλ
. (5.28)
However when we “quench” from a state |s〉 such that no FCS transition points
are “crossed”, such as within the dynamically ordered regime or |λ| > 1, no DPTs
emerge in the return probability rate function. The energy scale kλ is the mode
at which the free fermions of the original H are half occupied, ns=0(kλ) = 1/2
and so can be considered to be an infinite temperature critical mode [79]. This
mode marks the onset of half-occupancy, where for modes k < kλ the occupancy
is < 1/2 and for modes with k > kλ the occupancy is greater than a half. The
emergence of these DPTs is similar to previous results where quenching across a
static quantum critical point leads to the emergence of DPTs [79–81]. Here we
see DPTs emerge even far from the static quantum critical points of the TFIM
and although the FCS transition line can be postulated to be a quantum phase
transition line in these extended |s〉 states it is not clear how it relates to the
original model. To test this postulate we will examine the geometric properties of
these |s〉 states in the final Section of this Chapter. Summarizing we have found
evidence that static quantum criticality and DPTs are not necessarily intrinsically
linked. Other studies have also shown that a quench across a quantum critical
point is not necessary for DPTs to emerge [134, 135] and that FCS singular features
do not necessarily emerge as DPTs under a “s quench”.
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5.6 Geometric Approach - Berry Phase and Chern
Number
5.6.1 Geometric phase and Berry curvature
The role of geometry in theoretical physics cannot be understated, it under-
pins general relativity and emerges in amazing quantum phenomena such as the
Aharonov-Bohm effect [132] and the quantum Hall effect. The integer quantum
Hall effect may emerge in the presence of a magnetic field, and its associated
Landau levels, and is characterized by a conductance plateaus
G = n
e2
h
. (5.29)
Here e is the fundamental charge and n is the filling factor which takes integer
values (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .). This filling factor is a topological invariant known as
the Chern number, defined as the surface integral over parameter space of the
associated Berry curvature. These numbers are topologically protected. It has
emerged as the key quantity in classifying new topological phases of matter, such
as topological insulators, and together with the Berry curvature provides a new
geometric approach to quantum phase transitions. A final prominent geometric
measure is the Berry phase, this physically manifests in the adiabatic transport of
a quantum state around a closed parameter manifold [57]. Within this geometric
approach quantum phase transitions manifest as extrema in the Berry curvature,
and the associated geometric quantities [61, 136, 137], of the ground state manifold.
Using this approach we will examine the geometric properties of the FCS transition
line and “s quenched” states along with their relationship to DPTs. Prior to
this we will describe these quantities in detail and exemplify their use with an
application to the ground state manifold of the TFIM.
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Consider now a parameter manifold, M, where for each point in the manifold
there is an associated set of parameters ~λ and a Hamiltonian. Thus every point
on the manifold possesses an associated Hamiltonian and ground state |0(~λ)〉 and a
natural metric to describeM is the distance between these ground states [60, 138].
This distance is determined by tuning the parameter vector ~λ by an infinitesimal
amount and evaluating the overlap of the new ground state and the old one,
1− |〈0(~λ)|0(~λ+ d~λ)〉|2 =
∑
µ,ν
gµνdλ
µdλν , (5.30)
where the metric gµν is the geometric tensor
gµν = 〈0(~λ)|←−∂µ∂ν |0(~λ)〉 − 〈0(~λ)|←−∂µ|0(~λ)〉〈0(~λ)|∂ν |0(~λ)〉. (5.31)
The partial derivatives are with respect to an element of the parameter vector,
∂µ = ∂/∂λ
µ, and the diacritic arrow ← indicates the partial derivative acts to the
left. The associated Berry curvature, Fµν , is related to the imaginary part of this
gµν via
Fµν = −2Im[gµν ] = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, (5.32)
where the quantity Aµ = i〈0(~λ)|∂µ|0(~λ)〉 is known as the Berry connection, due
to its natural link to the Berry phase and curvature. These quantities are not
gauge invariant (c. f. the magnetic vector potential) however the curl of the
Berry connections (c. f. the magnetic field density), which defines Fµν , is gauge
invariant. The Berry phase (B) is simply the line integral of the Berry connection,
or via Stoke’s theorem it is simply the surface integral of the Fµν . Furthermore if
one considers M to be a two-dimensional parameter manifold, as we do here on
out, then one may also define the Chern number (C):
B ≡
∫
∂S
~A.d~λ,
C ≡ 1
2pi
∫
M
FµνdSµν . (5.33)
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The Chern number is a topological invariant and takes integer value when the
manifold is closed in a topological sense [60, 133, 139]. From a purely geometric
stand point it is used to classify complex vector bundles, which are essentially
complex vector spaces associated with each point in the manifold. In the context
of classifying the ground state manifold and this vector space is one-dimensional
and consists simply of |0(~λ)〉.
To exemplify how to apply these concepts we take the example of the TFIM under
a nonequilibrium quench protocol in the transverse field λi → λf and consider the
geometry of the time-evolved groundstate |ut〉 = e−iHt|0(λi)〉. This example was
originally discussed in Ref. [140] and is the first model shown to possess DPTs.
We will now relate these geometric quantities to the emergence of these DPTs in
the TFIM. The quenched ground state |ut〉 breaks up into contributions from each
fermionic momentum sector
|uk,t〉 = [cosαλfk − i sinαλfk e−2ik(λf )tc†kc†−k]|0k, 0−k〉. (5.34)
Once again the fermionic operators ck(c
†
k) diagonalize the TFIM Hamiltonian, see
Appendix B, and the difference between Bogoliubov angles [55] involved in diago-
nalizing H(λi) and H(λf ) are captured by α
λf
k . Similarly the fermionic vacuum for
each |k| wavevector is written as |0k, 0−k〉 and is annihilated by c±k. Furthermore
the TFIM Hamiltonian, described in Eq. (3.17), is invariant under U(1) global
rotations in this fermion space
ck → cke−iϕ, (5.35)
however the quenched states |uk,t〉 do not obey this symmetry which is attributed
to the spontaneous creation of excitations upon quenching and leads to a non-
trivial geometry. Considering the rotated time-evolved states |uk,t(ϕ)〉 a suitable
two-dimensional manifold associated with these states M2 is that spanned by
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both the wavevectors k and the global phase ϕ. The Cooper pair-like nature of
the excitations appearing in |uk,t(ϕ)〉 means the phase factor ϕ has a factor of 2
preceding it and these states are only uniquely defined in the interval ϕ ∈ [0, pi].
Moreover these states are uniquely defined for all k ∈ [0, pi] leading to a manifold
M2 = [0, pi] × [0, pi] where for each point in this manifold we associate the state
|uk,t(ϕ)〉.
It is important to note when computing the Berry curvature and geometric prop-
erties of M2 that as k and ϕ are t independent so will the geometric properties
of the manifold. This may initially seem surprising as states used in our compu-
tation are explicitly time-dependent. To determine the Berry curvature we need
to evaluate the derivatives of |uk,t(ϕ)〉 with respect to ϕ and k. Although the
former is simple to evaluate, the derivative with respect to k is not immediately
apparent as the fermionic states are also k dependent making it is necessary to
employ perturbation theory [62] and expand |0k, 0−k〉 as
|0k+δk, 0−(k+δk)〉 = |0k, 0−k〉+ d
dk
|0k, 0−k〉δk +O(δk2). (5.36)
This perturbative expansion has an implicit gauge choice built in known as the
parallel transport gauge, which is discussed in Appendix D. This gauge choice in
conjunction with the orthogonality of excitations to the ground state means that
d
dk
|0k, 0−k〉 = d
dk
c†k|0k, 0−k〉 = 0. (5.37)
Using this result the calculation of the Berry curvature and Chern number is
straightforward. Before proceeding to calculate the Chern number it is desirable
to examine the form of the manifold M2. Firstly in the limit k = pi the states are
independent of the phase ϕ regardless of the quench protocol,
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sinα
λf
k=pi = 0,
|upi,t(ϕ)〉 = |upi〉 = cosαλfk=pi|0pi, 0−pi〉. (5.38)
However the infrared (k → 0) behaviour of these states is more complex and
depends on the quench protocol. Quenching within the same phase the k = 0
modes are ϕ independent as sinα
λf
k→0 = 0, so the manifold M
2 is topologically
equivalent to a 2-sphere, see Fig. 5.9. Quenching across the static quantum critical
point at λ = 1 leads to the k = 0 states depending on a global phase set by ϕ
sinα
λf
k→0 = 1,
|u0,t(ϕ)〉 = −ie2iϕe−2ik(λf )t|1k=0, 1k=0〉. (5.39)
This global phase can be removed with an appropriate gauge transformation,
specifically a global U(1) rotation in the fermion space, which leads us to again
conclude M2 is topologically equivalent to a 2-sphere. From this we find the Berry
curvature is simply Fk,ϕ = −∂k sin2 αλfk , leading to a simple functional form of the
Chern number C = sin2 α
λf
0 .
For quenches within the same phase, where no DPTs emerge [79], this takes the
value C = 0 as no gauge fixing was required [140]. However on quenching across
the quantum critical point this takes a value C = 1. Furthermore the occupation of
this mode nk=0 is equal to the Chern number. In thermal equilibrium at T = 0K
the k = 0 occupation should be zero due to the presence of a gap but due to
the quench protocol this gap may close leading to population inversion. This
inversion, and the subsequent emergence of DPTs, is captured by the non-trivial
C = 1. In this manner we see that one may link the emergence of DPTs with
a non-trivial Chern number. In the Section that follows we apply these ideas
to the “s quenched” states |sk,t〉, defined in Eq. (5.25), and study the geometric
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Figure 5.9: The parameter manifold M2 is ϕ independent at k = pi and only depends
on ϕ up to a gauge transformation in the infrared (k → 0) limit, thus it is
topologically equivalent to a S2-sphere.
properties of the static |s〉 states to extend the links between geometry, static
quantum criticality and DPTs to the FCS phases of the TFIM.
5.6.2 Geometry of |s〉 states
In this Section we characterize the geometry of |s〉 (5.7) and |st〉 (5.25), beginning
with a more precise discussion of the mathematical form of the states |s〉 prior
to performing the analysis. From Eq. (5.7) (and Eq. (5.25)) it is clear that the
states |s〉 (|st〉) can be split up into contributions from each wavevector |sk〉(|sk,t〉).
These |s〉 states are the right eigenvectors of Hs, previous work has shown how
the geometry of the manifold of a system’s ground states may possess signatures
of quantum criticality [60, 63, 136]. In analogous fashion we expect the geometric
properties of |s〉 to show signatures of the FCS transition line (5.6). However as
this is an atypical transition line it is unclear exactly what effect its presence would
have on their geometry, more specifically on the Berry phase and Chern number.
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Figure 5.10: The manifold of s states at each point in the FCS phase diagram is inde-
pendent of ϕ at the wavevector kλ. For |λ| < 1 the states are completely
ϕ independent in the limit s → 0. In contrast when |λ| > 1 the manifold
is topologically equivalent to a S2-sphere at s = 0.
To examine the geometric properties of these states it is necessary to first express
|s〉 (and |st〉) in terms of the free fermions of the original TFIM.
This is done by inverting the BCS relationship of Eq. (5.2) and fixing the nor-
malization of each fermionic occupation state |nk, n−k〉s to be 1, from this we
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immediately find
|0k, 0−k〉s = 1√
cosh 2Im(αsk)
(
cosαsk|0k, 0−k〉
−i sinαsk|1k, 1−k〉
)
,
|1k, 1−k〉s = 1√
cosh 2Im(αsk)
(
cosαsk|1k, 1−k〉
−i sinαsk|0k, 0−k〉
)
. (5.40)
We then perform a global rotation on the free fermion operators (ck → cke−iϕ)
of H to introduce a global phase shift ϕ (5.35). Combining this phase shift with
Eqs. (5.7) and (5.40) we readily obtain the phase dependent state |s(ϕ)〉. Once
again the parameter manifold M2 consists of the wavevectors k and ϕ, with each
point defining a state |sk(ϕ)〉, see Fig. 5.10. We find from Eq. (5.33) the Berry
phase associated with this adiabatic evolution (defined by the global phase shifts)
is
B =
∫ pi
0
〈s(ϕ)|i∂ϕ|s(ϕ)〉dϕ. (5.41)
To examine the FCS transition line it is necessary to work in the limit of large
system size N →∞ where the wavevectors k become dense on the interval [0, pi].
In this limit we introduce an appropriately scaled geometric density defined as β˜ ≡
limN→∞B/N , we now insert the states |s(ϕ)〉 and after performing the integral
over ϕ we obtain
β˜ = −
∫ pi
kλ
| cosαsk|2
cosh 2Im(αsk)
dk −
∫ kλ
0
| sinαsk|2
cosh 2Im(αsk)
dk. (5.42)
We numerically integrate the RHS of the above Equation for various representative
slices through the (λ, s) plane and plot the resulting β˜ in Fig. 5.11(a). There
is no clear analytic difference in this density between the dynamically ordered
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and disordered regimes in the FCS phase diagram. However if one examines
the derivative of this density, dβ˜/ds, the FCS transition line is marked by local
maxima in the derivative of the geometric phase density , see Fig. 5.11. The
presence of extrema in the derivative of the geometric phase density has previously
been used as a signature of quantum criticality in the ground state manifold of
a family Hamiltonians [61, 63, 136, 137]. Here we find similar features but in
the manifold of extended |s〉 states which mark FCS singularities defined by the
spectral properties of Hs. Thus we have shown one may use the Berry phase to
identify FCS singular points, this is attributed to the Berry phase probing the
energy level structure (as marked by kλ appearing in Eq. (5.42)) of Hs.
To connect this observation with the emergence of DPTs on “s quenching” across
the FCS singular point we perform an analysis on the Chern number C associated
with the manifold of quenched states. Firstly the quenched states |st〉 may be
split up into separate momenta contributions:
|sk,t〉 = τ(kλ − k) 1N (cosα
s
k − i sinαske−2iktc†kc†−k)|0k, 0−k〉
+ τ(k − kλ) 1N (−i sinα
s
k + cosα
s
ke
−2iktc†kc
†
−k)|0k, 0−k〉
+ δk,kλ [cosφkλ − i sinφkλe−2ikλ tc†kλc
†
−kλ ]|0kλ , 0−kλ〉, (5.43)
here τ(x) is simply the Heaviside step function and δk,kλ is the Kronecker delta
function. We work in the thermodynamic limit and perform the global phase shift
on the s = 0 free fermions and consider the states |sk,t(ϕ)〉. To calculate the Chern
number associated with these states it is necessary to evaluate the Berry curvature
Fk,ϕ and combine it with Eq. (5.33). Working in the thermodynamic limit we
make use of the identity δk,k′ = τ(k−k′) + τ(k′−k)− 1 and the parallel transport
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Figure 5.11: (a,c) No singular features are readily apparent in the Berry phase density at
the FCS transition line. However the derivative of the Berry phase density,
dβ˜/ds, has extremum which are located at the FCS transition line. For
|λ| > 1 no such extremum are present due to the lack of FCS transition
points in this parameter regime. (b,d) The Chern number C associated with
the manifold of |sk,t〉 states has a “kink” at the FCS transition line, this
leads to a divergence of the derivative dC/ds. These features are normally
observed at static quantum criticality but now mark the FCS transition
line.
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gauge [62] to find the non-trivial functional form of the Chern number [64]
C =
2(| cosαskλ|2 − | sinαskλ |2)
cosh 2Im(αskλ)
+ Im
(∫ kλ
0
2i(sinαsk)
∗ cosαsk∂kα
s
k
cosh 2Im(αsk)
dk
)
− Im
(∫ pi
kλ
2i(cosαsk)
∗ sinαsk∂kα
s
k
cosh 2Im(αsk)
dk
)
− Im
(∫ pi
kλ
2i| cosαsk|2(cosαsk(sinαsk)∗ − h.c.)∂kαsk
cosh2 2Im(αskλ)
dk
)
− Im
(∫ kλ
0
2i| sinαsk|2(cosαsk(sinαsk)∗ − h.c.)∂kαsk
cosh2 2Im(αskλ)
dk
)
. (5.44)
Here the superscript ∗ denotes standard complex conjugation and h. c. denotes
Hermitian conjugation of the term appearing previous. Recalling that the emer-
gence of DPTs may be attributed to a non-trivial change in the form of C [140]
we plot C as a function of s for various slices in the FCS phase diagram. The
states |sk,t(ϕ)〉 spanning the manifold M2 are different in nature to |uk,t(ϕ)〉 dis-
cussed in the previous Section, in particular they have a non-trivial dependence
on ϕ ∀(k 6= kλ). This leads to M2 having a cylindrical form away from s = 0, with
a “pinch” at the wavevector k = kλ. In the limit s→ 0 the manifold returns to a
closed form, either a 2-sphere for |λ| > 1 or for |λ| < 1 a “line” where ϕ only plays
the role of a global phase ∀k, this manifests itself as an integer Chern number, see
Fig. 5.11(b). The emergence of DPTs on “quenching” across the FCS transition
line is marked by an “kink” in C (see Fig. 5.11(b,d)), similar in form to that seen
in the dynamical order parameter −θ′(s) discussed in Sec. 5.1. This “kink” leads
to a divergence in the derivative dC/ds at the FCS transition line, this divergence
is very similar to that of the dynamical susceptibility χs at the FCS transition
line [56, 64].
One may ask the question as to why only extrema emerge in these geometric
quantities and not divergences? To answer this we note that the FCS transition
line is associated with the closing of a gap in the complex spectrum of Hs occurs
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at a incommensurate wavevector, or excited-state of Hs. The lack of divergences
is then attributed to our choice of initial state; the closing of this gap is single
particle in nature while our states |s〉(|st〉) are multi-particle in nature. In the
thermodynamic limit the multi-particle nature of these states suppresses the single
particle divergences and leads to extrema emerging in the associated Berry phase
derivative and Chern number [63]. These features indicate that the FCS transition
line has the geometric hallmarks of a regular quantum critical point, and one
could think of it as the static quantum critical point of some other Hermitian
Hamiltonian. However it is difficult to construct such a Hamiltonian as it must
also be related to the original TFIM H and so will be subject of future work. This
is in contrast to the non-Hermitian Hs we have studied throughout this Chapter.
6. Conclusions
This thesis examined the generating functions of dynamical observables from a
thermodynamic perspective in a number of classical and quantum systems (both
open and closed). The trajectory phase transitions associated with the time-
integrated energy in the 1d Glauber-Ising chain were found to be single points on
a whole transition curve which existed in the complex s plane. Applying the dy-
namical equivalent of Lee-Yang theory, we extracted the positions of these singular
points using the high order cumulants of the mode-resolved time-integrated energy
at s = 0 at short times. If one could not resolve the contributions from each mode
to the cumulants and instead used the full cumulants the results became highly
dependent on the inverse temperature β. At high temperatures there existed a few
dominant singular points which could be identified using this approach, however
at low temperatures all the singular points become important and this Lee-Yang
approach fails to converge to any transition point. Future work will focus on ex-
tending the time interval over which the approximation in this approach is valid
by extracting higher-order Lee-Yang zeros.
The thermodynamics of trajectories approach to open quantum systems was ex-
tended to quadrature trajectories focussing on simple optical systems, such as the
dissipative 3-level and two coupled 2-level systems, along with the micromaser
which possessed a very rich dynamical phase diagram. We found a new dynamical
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order parameter, the quadrature “activity”, which could serve as an alternative
order parameter to the jump activity in both the 3-level system and micromaser.
In the former case the correlation of the order parameters was studied in detail by
examining the typical quadrature “activity” in biased ensembles of jump trajec-
tories and vice-versa. It was demonstrated that when the system was more jump
active the Y quadrature “activity” was increasingly negative. Conversely a pos-
itive quadrature “activity” corresponded to the system emitting few quanta and
appearing jump inactive. Moreover in the 3-level system and micromaser both
the quadrature and jump activities displayed a crossover in dynamical behaviour,
at s = 0, upon tuning the conjugate “counting” field s. These crossovers became
sharp in the appropriate limits and reflect the bistability in the corresponding
probability distributions. Such bistabilities emerge in “phase space” portraits of
the associated marginal distributions of the quadratures. We also studied two cou-
pled 2-level systems where the individual 2-level subsystems were driven by lasers
of different polarization. Unlike the other examples this difference in driving was
not reflected in the jump activity but was indeed captured by the quadrature
“activity” upon applying the corresponding s bias. Future work will extend the
dynamical Lee-Yang zero approach of classical stochastic systems to other trajec-
tory ensembles and will tackle the problem of how to resolve rich phase diagrams,
such as that of the micromaser, where many trajectory transition points may exist
close to s = 0.
After this a study of the generating functions of time-integrated observables in
closed quantum systems, using the transverse field Ising model as our primary ex-
ample, was presented. To extend our previous thermodynamics of trajectories to
such systems we treated the generating functions of these observables as dynami-
cal partition sums and “free energies”, even though in general no large deviation
principle exists. These generating functions may be calculated using a variation on
full counting statistics methods where we deform the system of interest’s Hamil-
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tonian to form a non-Hermitian operator. Using the TFIM as an example, both
the time-integrated transverse and longitudinal magnetization in the ground state
were examined. In both cases a new FCS transition line emerged on tuning the
counting field s, of which the static critical points were the end points. These
new FCS phase transition lines influenced the behaviour of the cumulants and
in the case of the longitudinal magnetization their impact was dramatic due to
the breaking of an associated PT -symmetry. These symmetries of the deformed
non-Hermitian operator impact their spectral properties and hence the long time
temporal scaling of the associated cumulants. Such symmetries may spontaneously
break and their impact can not be predicted solely from the correlation length of
the groundstate of the system. With our variation on FCS we showed that one
can map the MGF to the survival probability of an associated open quantum sys-
tem to probe such FCS singularities. It was shown that small cold-ion systems
in conjunction with digital simulation techniques could be used to experimentally
probe the FCS singularities of the transverse magnetization in the TFIM.
To capture these new FCS singularities, a new class of state ( |s〉) was introduced
and studied for the case of the transverse magnetization. Evolving these states
under the s = 0 system Hamiltonian results in the emergence of DPTs in the
return provided, provided the evolution “crosses” the FCS transition line. Fur-
thermore the geometry of these states exhibits singular features, as captured by
the Berry phase and Chern number, at the FCS transition line similar to that of a
systems ground state at a quantum critical point. Although one could argue that
the FCS transition line and the |s〉 states are directly related to the ground state
and quantum critical point of some other Hermitian Hamiltonian, how to find
such a Hamiltonian is highly non-trivial. Of the many directions future studies
could pursue, establishing a method, similar to the Lee-Yang approach discussed
previously, to extract these singular features using measurements of static ob-
servables is of particular interest. This would provide a greater understanding
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of the connection between the time-integrated observables, static observables and
the Lee-Yang theory of phase transitions. Further work will also include a study of
the entanglement properties of states |s〉 close to FCS transitions and will extend
this approach to other systems such as the XXZ-model.
Before finishing we now make some more general comments about the research
presented in this thesis and the connections between the areas presented. By
considering the generating function, as opposed to the characteristic function, one
is able to consider the statistics of dynamical observables within a thermodynamic
framework. This allows one to use the tools of equilibrium statistical physics to
understand these dynamical observables. From a theoretical point of view this
is a nice result as one can use “old” ideas to understand new physics. A good
example of this is the development of a dynamical Lee-Yang theory in Chapter 3
to determine trajectory phase transition locations at long times from short time
cumulants. This in turn gives at least some qualitative information about the
long time distribution of the dynamical observable. The results of Chapters 3-
5 further demonstrate that theoretically this approach is a useful tool to have
at one’s disposal. However as with most things the usefulness of this approach is
dependent on the type of problem and the questions one wishes to ask. A particular
issue, especially from an experimental point of view, is the physical accessibility
of the counting field s. Although one can circumnavigate this problem using a
Lee-Yang approach or an ancilla system or even mapping to an open system, it
would be interesting to find a system where s is a natural physical parameter.
Finally throughout this thesis we have seen that the singularities associated with
time-integrated observables are related to equilibrium phase transitions and DPTs.
Below is a table highlighting the connections; from this table it is apparent that
the open quantum system trajectory phase transitions are not simply related to
the other types of system discussed here.
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Definitions
z = τ + it s˜ = s+ is¯/2
I =
∑
n |n〉〈n| Hs˜ = H − (s+ is¯/2)q
General: 〈n|e−zHs˜|0〉 LD function: Θ(n)(s˜, z)
Dynamical and Related Equilibrium Quantities
Classical:Z(s, t) = 〈−|eτWs |eq.〉 Eq: Boundary Part. Funct. (BPF)
LD:−Θ(0)(s, τ) 〈0|e−τ(−Hs)|0〉 (Lee-Yang zeros)
Closed:Z(s, t) = 〈0|T †t (s¯)Tt(s¯)|0〉 Eq: BPF imaginary length
=
∑
n |〈n|e−itHs¯|0〉|2 Open: Survival Probability
LD:maxn 2Re[Θ
(n)(s¯, it)]
DPTs:L(s, t) = |〈0|e−itHs|0〉|2 Eq: BPF imaginary length
LD: 2Re[Θ(0)(s, it)] 〈0|e−itHs|0〉(Fisher zeros)
Open: Z(s, t) = Tr(etWsρ) Eq: System+Spin Chain (Jumps only)
LD: θ(s) LD not related to Θ(n)(s˜, z)
A. Time-reversal invariance
and symmetrizing the classical
deformed Master operator
A classical unbiased stochastic Master operator is time-reversal invariant if its asso-
ciated energy operator and transition rates obey detailed balance : W (C ′|C)e−βE(C) =
W (C|C ′)e−βE(C′), here E(C) is the energy of the configuration C. Provided the bi-
ased ensembles of trajectories are also time-reversal invariant, this may be deduced
from the form of the associated Ws, the deformed Master operator may be sym-
metrized using a similarity transformation
Hs = e
βEˆ
2 Wse−
βEˆ
2 , (A.1)
where Eˆ is the energy operator. This operator is Hermitian and can be considered
a “quantum Hamiltonian” but to see exactly how the s-ensemble maps to a closed
quantum system we must examine the full MGF. The steady state equilibrium
of the unbiased Master operator is simply the Boltzmann distribution |eq.〉 =
1
Z
∑
C e
−βE(C)|C〉, where Z is the equilibrium partition function. From this it is
trivial to see that the flat state (〈−| = ∑C〈C|) is related to the equilibrium
distribution via the energy operator: 1
Z
〈−|e−βEˆ = 〈eq.|.
Focussing on the biased ensemble of trajectories in the equilibrium distribution
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we insert identities into the definition of the MGF to find
Z(s, t) = 〈−|eWst|eq.〉
= 〈0|eHst|0〉, (A.2)
where |0〉 = 1√
Z
eβEˆ/2|eq.〉 is the state associated with the largest eigenvalue of
Hs=0. The MGF in Eq. A.2 is thus expressed as a quantum expectation value,
where |0〉 is the groundstate of −Hs=0.
B. Diagonalizing the TFIM and
Hs
The dynamics of the time-integrated energy of the 1d Glauber-Ising chain are
governed by the Hamiltonian Hs described in Eq. (3.16). This spin Hamiltonian
may be diagonalized by first mapping the spins to Jordan-Wigner fermions and
then performing a Bogoliubov rotation. The first step, the Jordan-Wigner trans-
formation, expresses the spin operators σxi , σ
+
i and σ
−
i to fermionic creation and
annihilation operators, b†i and bi, via
σxi = 1− 2b†ibi,
σ+i =
∏
j<i
(1− 2b†jbj)bi, (B.1)
σ−i =
∏
j<i
(1− 2b†jbj)b†i .
Furthermore Hs is translationally invariant and so is block diagonal in momentum
space, we thus switch to the Fourier representation of these Fermionic operators
bi =
1√
N
∑
k
e−ikribk. (B.2)
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In this representation the Hamiltonian is given by
Hs =
1
2
∑
k
(2[s+ λ− 1 + cos k]b†kbk
− i
√
γλ[b−kbk + b
†
−kb
†
k − (s+ 2− λ)]). (B.3)
Restricting ourselves to the even N spin sector, with periodic boundary conditions,
the wavevector k takes values k = pin/N where n = −N+1,−N+3, . . . , N−1. To
eliminate the terms which do not preserve the total fermion number (b−kbk, b
†
−kb
†
k)
we perform a Bogoliubov rotation
bk = cos
φsk
2
ck + i sin
φsk
2
c†−k,
b† = cos
φsk
2
c†k − i sin
φsk
2
c−k. (B.4)
This transformation preserves the canonical commutation relations, {ck, c†k′} =
δk,k′ , the Bogoliubov angles φ
s
k satisfy φ
s
−k = −φsk and are fixed such that only
fermion number conserving terms appear in the Hamiltonian. This condition forces
the angles to satisfy
tanφsk = −
√
γλ sin k
s+ 1− cos k , (B.5)
with these transformations we arrive at Eq. (3.17). Next to calculate the MGF
Z(s, t) we express the vacuum |0〉s=0 of Hs=0 as a BCS state of the s 6= 0 Hamil-
tonian Hs,
|0〉s=0 = 1N exp
(∑
k
c†−kc
†
k
)
|0〉s
=
⊗
k>0
[cosαsk|0k, 0−k〉s − i sinαsk|1k, 1−k〉s], (B.6)
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where the second line follows from expanding the exponential and using the Bo-
goliubov rotation in Eq. (B.4). In the first line N denotes the normalization
factor,
⊗
denotes the direct product, the states |nk, n−k〉 indicate the occupation
of fermionic modes with wavevector ±k which diagonalize Hs and the angles αsk
are equal to half the difference of φsk and φ
s=0
k .
In Chapter 5 we consider a non-Hermitian operator Hs related to the TFIM. This
can be diagonalized again using a Jordan-Wigner transformation followed by a
Bogoliubov rotation, where in Eq. (B.4) we make the replacement ck → Ak and
c†k → A¯k. Although the excitations are still fermionic, {Ak, A¯k′} = δk,k′ , due
to the non-Hermitian nature of our perturbed Hamiltonian these creation and
annihilation operators are not Hermitian conjugate to each other i. e. A†k 6= A¯k.
Working through an identical calculation one find the Bogoliubov angles are now
subject to the constraint
tanφsk =
sin k
is/2 + λ− cos k , (B.7)
where λ is the transverse field strength.
C. CGF of Time-Integrated
Transverse Magnetization in
TFIM
Recalling the complex spectrum k(s) = 2
√
(λ+ is
2
− cos k)2 + sin2 k and Eq. (5.4),
in the continuum limit the scaled CGF is given by
θ(s) =
2
pi
|Im
∫ pi
0
√
(λ+
is
2
− cos k)2 + sin2 k dk|. (C.1)
Focussing on s > 0, in the dynamically disordered phase the imaginary component
of k(s) is always > 0 ∀k. Furthermore setting k → pi− k one can readily see that∫ pi
0
√
(λ+ is
2
− cos k)2 + sin2 k dk = ∫ pi
0
√
(λ+ is
2
+ cos k)2 + sin2 k dk. With these
observations in hand, and denoting λs = λ+ is/2, we find
θ(s) =
2
pi
Im
[∫ pi
0
√
1 + λ2s + 2λs cos k dk
]
(C.2)
=
2
pi
Im
[
(1 + λs)
∫ pi
0
√
1 +
2λs
(1 + λs)2
(1− cos k) dk
]
=
2
pi
Im
[
(1 + λs)
∫ pi
0
√
1− 4λs
(1 + λs)2
sin2
k
2
dk
]
=
4
pi
Im
[
(1 + λs)
∫ pi
2
0
√
1− 4λs
(1 + λs)2
sin2 k dk
]
.
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The integral appearing in the last line of Eq. (C.2) is a complete elliptical integral
of the second kind. A similar expression may be found in the dynamically ordered
regime by noting that for k < kλ the imaginary part of k(s) is < 0 and > 0
when k > kλ. Dividing the integral over k up into the ranges [0, kλ] and [kλ, pi]
and performing similar manipulations one readily arrives at the functional form
of Eq. (5.5).
D. Parallel Transport Gauge
Consider the ground state |0(ξ)〉 of a Hamiltonian H(ξ) both of which depend
on the parameters ξ. When adiabatically transporting this wavefunction around
a closed loop in parameter space we can choose a gauge where the phase of the
state remains constant under infinitesimal changes in the parameters ξ, this is the
parallel transport gauge. This gauge is implicitly built into most expressions in
standard perturbation theory and results in a vanishing Berry phase. To see this
we first recall the Berry connection
A(ξ) = i〈0(ξ)|∇ξ|0(ξ)〉. (D.1)
To calculate this quantity it is necessary to use perturbation theory
|0(ξ + ∆ξ)〉 ' |0(ξ)〉+
∑
n6=0
|n(ξ)〉〈n(ξ)|H(ξ + ∆ξ)−H(ξ)|0(ξ)〉
E0(ξ)− En(ξ) , (D.2)
where |n(ξ)〉 are the excited states of the unperturbed system. Due to the or-
thogonality of the excited states to the ground state we find the Berry connection
should be 0. Crucially this arises from the choice in gauge, the parallel transport
gauge, which ensures that an infinitesimal change in |0(ξ)〉 is orthogonal to |0(ξ)〉.
As written in Eq. D.2 this choice of gauge is incompatible with state vectors which
are globally single valued upon adiabatic transport around a closed loop in pa-
rameter space, however this incompatibility may be rectified by the inclusion of a
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phase factor
|0(ξ + ∆ξ)〉 ' e−i∆φ
[
|0(ξ)〉+
∑
n6=0
|n(ξ)〉〈n(ξ)|H(ξ + ∆ξ)−H(ξ)|0(ξ)〉
E0(ξ)− En(ξ)
]
. (D.3)
Here ∆φ plays the role of an arbitrary gauge phase, and in the limit ∆ξ → 0 this
should vanish. In this limit one can Taylor expand the phase factor e−i∆φ to 1st
order in ∆φ. This leads to a nonvanishing Berry connection
A(ξ) = i〈0(ξ)|∇ξ|0(ξ)〉 = i(1−∆φ), (D.4)
and thus with a suitable choice of this gauge phase the single valuedness of the
state vector can be restored.
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